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Strong decays of strange quarkonia
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In this paper we evaluate strong decay amplitudes and partial widths of strange mesons~strangeonia and
kaonia! in the 3P0 decay model. We give numerical results for all energetically allowed open-flavor two-body

decay modes of allns̄ andss̄ strange mesons in the 1S, 2S, 3S, 1P, 2P, 1D and 1F multiplets, comprising
strong decays of a total of 43 resonances into 525 two-body modes, with 891 numerically evaluated ampli-

tudes. This set of resonances includes all strangeqq̄ states with allowed strong decays expected in the quark
model up to ca. 2.2 GeV. We use standard nonrelativistic simple harmonic oscillator quark model wave
functions to evaluate these amplitudes, and quote numerical results for all amplitudes present in each decay
mode. We also discuss the status of the associated experimental candidates, and note which states and decay
modes would be especially interesting for future experimental study at hadronic,e1e2 and photoproduction
facilities. These results should also be useful in distinguishing conventional quark model mesons from exotica
such as glueballs and hybrids through their strong decays.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.68.054014 PACS number~s!: 14.40.Ev, 12.39.Jh, 14.40.Nd
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I. INTRODUCTION

Strange quarkonia are light (u,d,s) mesons with at leas

one strange quark or antiquark in their dominantqq̄ valence
component. These are known as kaonia if the dominant

lence basis state isns̄ ~wheren[u,d), antikaonia ifsn̄, and

strangeonia ifss̄.
A principal goal of light meson spectroscopy is the ide

tification of exotica, which are resonances that arenot domi-
nantly qq̄ states. These include glueballs, hybrids, and m
tiquark systems. In the case of explicitly exotic quantu
numbers, such as the JPC5121 exotic p1(1600) resonance
exotica can be identified without a comparative study of
qq̄ spectrum. Models of glueballs and hybrids predict, ho
ever, that the majority of light exotica will have nonexot
quantum numbers, and therefore must be identified again
background of conventionalqq̄ quark model mesons. In
some cases, such as the scalar glueball, there is eviden
strong mixing between the gluonic basis state andqq̄
quarkonium states. In these sectors it may be difficult
distinguish quarkonia from exotica, although the overpo
lation of experimental resonances relative to the naiveqq̄
quark model will indicate the presence of the additional ba
states.

Searches for the expected rich spectrum of exotica w
nonexotic quantum numbers will require a well-establish
experimental meson spectrum over the relevant mass r
of ca. 1.3–2.5 GeV, both to eliminate conventional quar
nium states and to study the possibility of a complica
pattern of mixing between exotica and conventional meso
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The spectrum of meson resonances to 2 GeV is only m
erately well determined at present, and little is known
garding states above 2.2 GeV in any light quark sector. T

nn̄ multiplets expected to'2.0 GeV are 1S, 2S, 3S, 1P,
2P, 1D and 1F, and of these 44 resonances, ca. 30 are n
known. Of the 22 corresponding kaonia expected to 2.1 G
ca. 13 are known. Strangeonia in contrast are aterra incog-

nita. Counting the maximally mixedh-h8 as oness̄ state,

only 7 probabless̄ resonances of the 22 expected to 2.2 G
are widely accepted, these being theh-h8, f(1019),
h1(1386), f 1(1426), f 28(1525), f(1680) andf3(1854). As
we shall see, there are controversies regarding the natu
two of these states as well.

In this paper we give detailed theoretical predictions
the strong decay amplitudes of two-body decay modes o
the strange mesons expected in the quark model to ca
GeV. These decay amplitudes and partial and total widths
derived in the3P0 model, which~in several variants! is the
standard model for strong decays at least for mesons in
initial state. Since most experiments will rely on strong d
cay modes and amplitudes to identify and classify me
resonances, we have derived decay amplitudes to all o
flavor two body modes that are nominally accessible. Th
results should be of use in establishing strangeqq̄ mesons, as
well as in the identification of non-qq̄ exotica.

Our results are presented in detailed tables of decay
plitudes, with entries for each resonance, decay mode
amplitude. We also include a short discussion of each qu
model state and associated experimental candidates in
text, and where possible we compare our theoretical de
amplitudes to the data. We also note especially interes
theoretical and experimental results.

In most cases we assume pureqq̄ mesons with definiteJ,
L andSas both initial and final states. In some cases, suc
kaonia with J5L, spectroscopic mixing is allowed and
©2003 The American Physical Society14-1
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known experimentally to be important, so we give results
functions of mixing angles. Finally, in certain channels su
as 021 and 011 (h-h8 and f 0 states! mixing between basis
states of different flavor appears to be a large effect, and
results in these channels should be interpreted as decay
plitudes for initial ideal basis states, intended as a refere
for contrast with experimental decays of the more com
cated mixed states.

The organization of the paper is as follows. After th
introduction we summarize the3P0 decay model used here
some additional technical details of the calculations are
cussed in Appendix A. After the decay model we discu
decays of strangeonia, and consider the status of states
give decay predictions for all states in the 1S, 2S, 3S, 1P,
2P, 1D and 1F multiplets, in that order. The following sec
tion carries out this exercise for kaonia. Our numerical
sults for these decay amplitudes and widths are presente
extensive decay tables following the text. Finally we gi
our summary and conclusions, and suggest topics of inte
for future studies of strong decays.

II. THE DECAY MODEL

We employ the3P0 decay model with simple harmoni
oscillator ~SHO! qq̄ wave functions to evaluate two-bod
open-flavor strong decay amplitudes and widths. This mo
of strong decays was introduced over 30 years ago by M
@1#, and was applied extensively to meson decays in
1970s by LeYaouancet al. @2#. This decay model assume
that strong decays take place through the production of aqq̄
pair with vacuum quantum numbers (011, which corre-
sponds to the3P0 state of aqq̄ pair!. After pair creation the
q2q̄2 system separates into two mesons in all possible w
which corresponds to the two decay diagrams shown in
5 of Appendix A. Hairpin diagrams are assumed absent,
in any case would not be allowed by momentum conser
tion in this version of the3P0 model.

Recent consideration of conventional meson strong de
mechanisms includes the field correlator method@3#, lattice
QCD @4#, pseudoscalar Goldstone boson exchange@5#, one
gluon exchange~OGE! ~see below! and heavy quark effec
tive theory~for heavy-light mesons!.

Since the3P0 model predates QCD and has no clear
lation to it, one might expect that a description of decays
terms of allowed QCD processes such as OGE might
more realistic. There is strong experimental evidence that
qq̄ pair created during the decay does have spin one (Sqq̄
51), as is assumed in both the3P0 and OGE decay models
The strong experimental upper limit on the dec
p2(1670)→b1p ~from the VES Collaboration@6,7#! of

Bp2(1670)→b1p,1.931023, 97.7% C.L. ~1!

provides striking evidence in favor ofSqq̄51. In the qq̄
quark model this is a 11D2→1 1P111 1S0 transition, and
any (qi q̄i)→(qiq̄f)(qfq̄i) transition from a spin-singlet to
spin-singlets has a vanishing matrix element if theqfq̄f pair
is created with spin one.
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A recent detailed theoretical study of light meson deca
from OGE pair production@8# found that OGE decay ampli
tudes were typically rather smaller than required by exp
ment ~the single exception found was 13P0→1 1S011 1S0)
and hence are presumably masked by a dominant, nonpe
bative decay mechanism. In addition, in certain decay am
tude ratios such as the D/S ratios inb1→vp ~recently re-
measured by the E852 Collaboration@9#! anda1→rp there
is a clear preference forqq̄ production from a3P0 rather
than an OGE source@10#.

It is widely assumed that the3P0 model is successfu
because it gives a reasonably accurate description of a
perturbativeqq̄ pair production mechanism, such as breaki
of the gluonic flux tube between quark and antiquark sour
through production of a newqq̄ pair along the path of the
flux tube. Presumably, future studies of lattice QCD will le
to a more fundamental description of this strong decay p
cess. Here we simply assume the3P0 model because of its
success as an approximate description of much of the exp
mental data on strong decays.

Although the 3P0 model is difficult to justify theoreti-
cally, it apparently does give a good description of many
the observed decay amplitudes and partial widths of op
flavor meson strong decays. There have been many re
ences published on the decays of light, strange mesons u
variants of the 3P0 model ~see Table I! with different
choices for the meson wave functions, the treatment of ph
space, and the details of the3P0 qq̄ source. The flux-tube
decay model@22,19# is one well-known generalization of th
3P0 model, in which the source strength is assumed to
largest along a path connecting the initial quark and a
quark.

We assume a fixed3P0 source strength~equivalent to the
nonrelativistic limit of anLI5gc̄qcq pair production inter-
action Lagrangian@8#!, simple harmonic oscillator~SHO!
quark model meson wave functions, and physical~relativis-
tic! phase space. The procedures we use to evaluate d
amplitudes and partial widths in this model are discussed
detail in Refs.@8# and @23#; this paper is basically an appli
cation of the methods of the latter reference to the stra
sector. The decay model parameters assumed here~in the
notation of Ref.@23#! are qq̄ pair production amplitudeg
50.4 and SHO wave function scale parameterb
50.4 GeV. We assume physical, charge-averaged Par
Data Group~PDG! values for the meson masses when th
are clear and relatively uncontroversial candidates for sta
and otherwise use an estimated mass, based where pos
on known states in the same multiplet or in the nonstra
flavor sectors. Further details of the decay calculations
presented in Appendix A.

We use the3P0 decay model to evaluate all decay amp
tudes and partial and total widths numerically for all t
energetically allowed open-flavor two body modes of all e
pected 1S, 2S, 3S, 1P, 2P, 1D and 1F ss̄ andns̄ states.
This is the most complete survey of strange meson dec
presented in the literature to date. For reference, in Tab
we summarize previous strange meson strong decay calc
tions.
4-2
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TABLE I. Some previous theoretical studies of strange meson decays in the literature. We indicate whetheramplitudesare quoted,
whether decay widths are displayed for the individualwaves, and thephase space@relativistic ~R! or mock meson~M!# andwave functions
used@simple harmonic oscillator~SHO! or other~O!#.

Reference Initial mesons considered Amps. Waves Phase space Wave funct

This work 1S, 2S, 3S, 1P, 2P, 1D, 1F (ss̄ andK) Yes Yes R SHO

@11# f 28(1525), f 2(2010), f J(2220), f 2(2150), No No R, M SHO
f 2(2300), f 2(2340)

@12# h1(1386), 21P1 ss̄ No Yes R, M SHO

@13# 1 3P0 ss̄ Yes Yes R, M SHO

@14# f 0(1370), f 0(1500), f 0(1710) No No R SHO
@15# f, f 1(1510), f 28(1525), 13P0 ss̄, f(1680), No Yes R, M O

(1S, 2S and 1P) K, K2(1580),K* (1717),
K2(1773), K3* (1776)

@16# K0* (1412), 13P0 ss̄ No Yes R SHO

@17# f, f 28(1525), K* , K0* (1412), K2* (1429), No Yes R, M SHO, O

K3* (1776), 13F2 and 13F4 ss̄, K4* (2045)
@18# K1(1273) andK1(1402) Yes Yes M SHO, O
@19# 1S, 2S, 1P, 2P, 1D, 13F4 (ss̄ andK) Yes Yes M SHO, O

@20# 1 3F2 and 13F4 ss̄ No No M SHO

@21# f(1680) No No R SHO
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To emphasize how our work adds to the present litera
we compare to the most comprehensive earlier work~Ref.
@19#!. These two works provide predictions in the sam
model with the same wave functions, except for a small d
ference in theqq̄ pair production amplitude (g50.39 in Ref.
@19#!, and different phase space conventions~see Table I!.
The main improvement of our work is that we provide pr
dictions for 3S and all 1F initial states, and that we calculat
all decay modes allowed by phase space that can be
dicted by the model. The latter is exemplified by the 13F4

states for which we calculate, respectively, for thess̄ andK
states 16 and 41 decay modes, while Ref.@19# only calcu-
lates 5 and 8 modes. Also, for the 2P initial states we calcu-
late for thess̄ andK states 32 and 73 modes, and Ref.@19#
only 8 and 16 modes. Another improvement of our mode
that the phase space critical to decay is more correct du
more modern masses employed. For example, Ref.@19# as-
sumed the experimental resonancesh1(1380), K0* (1430)
and h(1440) @7# to have masses of 1470, 1240 and 16
MeV, respectively. Also, the experimental resonanc
h1(1595) anda1(1640) @7# motivated us to use much lowe
masses for theirss̄ and K partners than used by Ref.@19#:
1850/1800/1950/1800 MeV versus 2010/1915/2030/1
MeV.

Since we use a narrow resonance approximation,
should interpret our predictions carefully for modes that
close to nominal thresholds. Some near-threshold modes
are energetically forbidden may actually have signific
branching fractions when width effects are included, as
noted in our discussions in several important cases.
should also note that amplitudes with large orbital angu
momenta between the final state mesons are often very
sitive to phase space, and hence to the assumed m
masses.
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III. STRANGEONIA

A. General aspects

The study of strangeonia should enter a new era with
advent of the new Hall D photoproduction facility GlueX
Jefferson Lab and the future upgradede1e2 facilities VEPP
~Novosibirsk! and DAPHNE~Frascati!. In interactions with
hadrons a photon beam can be regarded as a superpositi
vector mesons with an importantss̄component, so studies o
strange final states at GlueX should lead to considerable
provement in our knowledge of thess̄ spectrum. The study
of diffractive photoproduction reactions,gp→Xp, should
lead to the observation of many C5(2) ss̄ states. Ate1e2

facilities one of course makes only 122 states significantly,
which will provide an extremely interesting case study o
pure JPC sector with broad overlapping resonances, presu
ably including vector hybrids as well as quarkonia. Cent
production has been shown at CERN and Fermilab to
very effective in the production of candidatess̄states such as
axial vectors, and it may be possible to use the STAR de
tor at RHIC similarly to studyss̄ spectroscopy using
pomeron and photon processes.

In previous experimental studies, strangeness-excha
reactions such asK2p→XL were used as strangeonium pr
duction mechanisms. Unfortunately many of the more we
studied hadronic reactions, such asp2p, have relatively
weakss̄ production cross sections.

Surprisingly little is known about the strangeonium sec
experimentally, due largely to the weakness of experim
tally accessibless̄ production cross sections. Only thre
well-established resonances have been shown to be d
nantlyss̄, these being thef, f 28(1525) andf3(1854).~Nega-
tive searches or confirmations of weak branching fraction
4-3
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BARNES, BLACK, AND PAGE PHYSICAL REVIEW D68, 054014 ~2003!
nonstrange final states are required to confirmss̄ domi-
nance.! In this paper we hope to assist future searches
strangeonia by giving detailed predictions for the strong
cay amplitudes of allss̄mesons expected below ca. 2.2 Ge
For these calculations we employ the standard3P0 decay
model, combined with SHO wave functions. This model h
been tested extensively in decays of light nonstrange mes
and is known to reproduce the qualitative features of m
strong decays reasonably well, including relative amplitu
in several well-known test cases. Although the model is
derived from QCD and is therefore of unknown accuracy
its predictions in novel decay channels, it is the most ac
rate description of strong decays available, and its pre
tions should at least serve as a useful guide in the searc
higher-mass states. Once the model proves to be accura
a given channel, one can presumably trust the prediction
other flavor partners of that channel. Alternatively, a cle
failure of the model may lead to important insights into t
still poorly understood mechanism of strong decays.

Although we consider all open-flavor two-body dec
modes allowed by the OZI rule~see Fig. 5 in Appendix A!,
some of these are especially characteristic ofss̄ states. Even
though theh andh8 contain significantnn̄ components,hf
and h8f decay modes originate only fromss̄ initial states.
Due to the OZI rule, the observation of a state with a la
branching fraction tohf, h8f or ff and small branches to
nonstrange final states can serve as a ‘‘smoking gun’’ for
initial ss̄ state.~This rule may need modification if gluoni
are nearby in mass, as in the scalar sector.! The modehf is
particularly attractive for identifying C5(2) ss̄ candidates,
and we strongly advocate the study of this final state in
ture experiments. We emphasize that decays to op
strangeness final states such asKK, KK* andK* K* in iso-
lation donot uniquely identify strangeonia, since light-qua
isosinglet mesons@(uū1dd̄)/A2# also decay to these open
strangeness final states.

One might naively expect the higher-massss̄ spectrum to
simply replicate thenn̄ spectrum, ca. 200–250 MeV highe
in mass. There is already considerable evidence that th
not the case. First, the near complete mixing ofnn̄ and ss̄
states in theh andh8 is very well established. Second, the
is circumstantial evidence that states in the scalar sector
perience importantnn̄↔G↔ss̄ mixing, specifically in the
unusual decay branching fractions of the three sta
f 0(1370), f 0(1500) andf 0(1710). Similarly, the two known
isosinglet 221 statesh2(1645) andh2(1870) are both ob-
served in central production by WA102@24#, with compa-
rable cross sections into the nonstrange final statepa2. This
suggests strongnn̄↔ss̄ mixing in the 221 sector as well.
Thus we may find that the spectrum of states with hidd
strangeness is rather more complicated than a simple
mixed ss̄ picture would suggest, due to channel-depend
annihilation couplings ofnn̄ andss̄ basis states.

B. 1S states

There is a well-known problem with the decays of t
lightest mesons that have allowed 1S→1S11S strong tran-
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sitions, such asr→pp, K* →pK ~and here,f→KK); if
we use parameter values fitted to a representative se
higher-mass decays@8,23#, these 13S1→1 1S011 1S0 partial
widths are clearly underestimated. Forf→KK the predicted
and observed widths~Table II! are G thy52.47 MeV and
Gexpt54.2660.05 MeV @7#, soG thy /Gexpt50.58. Similarly,
for the SU~3! partner decaysK* →pK andr→pp we find
G thy /Gexpt50.42 and 0.32, respectively.~These results fol-
low from our standard parameter setg50.4 and b
50.4 GeV.! The reason for this discrepancy relative to t
decays of higher-mass states is not known; one possib
involving reverse time-ordered ‘‘Z-graph’’ diagrams ha
been discussed by Page, Swanson and Szczepaniak@25#.

C. 2S states

1. f„1680…

The f(1680) is a natural candidate for thess̄ radial ex-
citation of the f(1019), given its mass of ca. 250 Me
above the 23S1 nn̄ candidatesr(1465) andv(1419) and the
absence of anvpp mode @7#. The observation of the
f(1680) inKK andKK* is sometimes cited as evidence th
this state isss̄. Of course this evidence is ambiguous, sin
nn̄ states also populate these modes; indeed, there is a
ger of confusion of af(1680) with annn̄ state such as the
v(1649) if one considers only open-strangeness de
modes. True evidence forss̄ would be the observation o
large branching fractions to hidden strangeness modes
as hf, or weak branching fractions to all accessible no
strange modes.

Historically there has been considerable confusion ab
the f(1680), due in part to this ambiguity regarding thenn̄

versusss̄ origin of neutralKK final states@26#. The first
report of this state was by the DM1 Collaboration at DCI,
e1e2→KLKS @27#, in which a rapid fall of the cross sectio
was interpreted as due to a new vector, thef(1650). Similar
behavior ine1e2→K1K2 was also speculatively attribute
to a possible new vector meson by DM1@28#, and an excess
of events ine1e2→K1K2 above 1.15 GeV invariant mas
was noted by the VEPP-2M Collaboration in Novosibir
@29#. This e1e2→K1K2 reaction was subsequently studie
with slightly better statistics by DM2@30#, who assumed a
f(1680) to fit the cross section.

Observation of a much larger signal ine1e2

→KSK6p7 @31# motivated fits with interference between
f(1680) and ar8 ~which was needed to explain the dom

TABLE II. 1 S ss̄.

f(1019)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps.

KK 2.5 1P1520.081

G thy52.5 MeV
Gexpt54.2660.05 MeV
4-4
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TABLE III. 2 S ss̄.

f(1680) hs(1415→1500)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps. G i(MeV) Amps.

KK 89 1P1520.16

KK* 245 3P1520.23 11→100 3P0510.10→10.20

hf 44 3P1510.25

G thy5378 MeV G thy511→100 MeV
Gexpt5150650 MeV Gexpt@h(1440)#'50–80 MeV
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nance of neutral over chargedKK* states in this channel!;
the fittedf(1680) parameters were M51677612 MeV and
G5102636 MeV. A subsequent global fit by DM1 to thes
KK and KKp channels together with data one1e2

→vpp, rp, rh andrpp in a v8-r8-f8 model with inter-
ference gavef(1680) resonance parameters M51680
610 MeV andG5185622 MeV @32#. DM2 next studied
the reactionse1e2→KKp @33# and e1e2→vp1p2 @34#
with improved statistics, and generally confirmed the DM
results. Their fittedf(1680) parameters were M51657
627 MeV andG5146655 MeV, and interference betwee
this state and ar8 nearby in mass was again used to expl
the dominance of neutral over chargedKK* modes. A cor-
respondingv8 near 1650 MeV was clearly evident in th
e1e2→vp1p2 cross section~see Fig. 6 of Ref.@34#!. The
only reported relative strong branching fraction for t
f(1680) e1e2 state, from DM1@32#, is

Bf(1680)→KK/KK* 50.03660.004/0.4960.05. ~2!

The PDG quote this asBf(1680)→KK/KK* 50.0760.01.
Photoproduction experiments have reached rather di

ent conclusions regarding the ‘‘f(1680).’’ The CERN
Omega Spectrometer@35# found a K1K2 enhancement in
gp→K1K2p centered at MK1K2'1.75 GeV~see their Fig.
4!. A single Breit-Wigner fit gave the parameters M51748
611 MeV andG580633 MeV. They noted, however, tha
interference effects can modify fitted resonance parame
and in a model including interference with light vector m
son tails a lower mass was found, M51690610 MeV and
G5100640 MeV. A second Omega Spectrometer study
this process by WA57@36# advocated a single Breit-Wigne
fit without interference, which gave a mass and width of
51760620 MeV andG580640 MeV, consistent with the
earlier photoproduction result. Fermilab photoproduction
periment E401@37# studied photoproduction ofK1K2 pairs
at somewhat higher photon energies, and confirmed
'1750 MeV enhancement; a Breit-Wigner fit gave the p
rameters M51726622 MeV and G5121647 MeV. Fi-
nally, the FOCUS Collaboration at Fermilab very recen
reported a high-statistics study of diffractive photoproduct
of K1K2 @38#, and see a clear enhancement with a fit
mass and width of M51753.561.562.3 MeV and G
5122.266.268.0 MeV, again consistent with previou
photoproduction experiments but with much smaller erro
05401
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The KK* channel is also studied, and there is no eviden
for the 1750 MeV enhancement; in the neutralKK* channel
a limit of

GX(1750)→KoK* o→p1K2KS1H.c.

GX(1750)→K1K2

,0.065 90% C.L. ~3!

is reported. Note that this is in striking disagreement with
KK* dominance found for thef(1680) state seen ine1e2.

In summary,e1e2 and photoproduction experiments typ
cally find ‘‘f(1680)’’ enhancements at masses that differ
'50–100 MeV, withe1e2 reportingKK* dominance and
photoproduction reportingKK dominance. This may consti
tute evidence for two distinct states, although interferen
with nn̄ vectors may complicate a comparison of these t
processes. This issue can be addressed by studying cha
in which interference withnn̄ vectors is expected to be un
important, notably hf, and by comparing the relative
branching fractions to charged versus neutral modes in
cays toKK andKK* .

In our decay calculations~Table III! we find thatKK* is
predicted to be the dominant 23S1 ss̄ decay mode, as is
observed for thee1e2 statef(1680). We actually predict a
KK/KK* branching fraction ratio of Bf(1680)→KK/KK*
'0.35, rather larger than the experimental ratio 0.
60.01. Our 23S1 ss̄ decay predictions are in clear disagre
ment with theKK dominance reported by FOCUS for th
X(1750); evidently this state is not consistent with t
3P0 model predictions for a 23S1 ss̄ radial excitation.

The hf mode should be useful in establishing the tr
mass and width of the 23S1 ss̄ state, since interference wit
nonstrange vectors should be unimportant in this chan
Our prediction of a branching fraction ratio o
Bf(1680)→hf/KK* '0.18 should be reliable, since these deca
are controlled by the same amplitude, have similar ph
space, and differ mainly through a flavor factor. We stron
encourage the study of thehf channel in searches for ev
dence of a 23S1 ss̄ state in the ‘‘f(1680)’’ region.

2. 21S0 ss̄and theh (1440) region

The 21S0 ss̄ state should theoretically have quite simp
strong decay properties, assuming thath-h8 type flavor mix-
ing is unimportant in the radially excited states. The on
4-5
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open-flavor mode isKK* , which is aP-wave decay~Table

III !. Since the 21S0 ss̄ state is presumably rather close
KK* threshold, we find a total width that varies strong
with mass; between M51415 MeV and 1500 MeV the pre
dicted width increases from 11 to 100 MeV. Since the exp
mentalh(1440) is reported to have an importantKK* mode
and has a total width~PDG estimate! of 50–80 MeV, it ap-
pears plausible as a 21S0 ss̄ candidate.

Unfortunately theh(1440) suffers from many complica
tions in the determination of its resonance parameters.
problem is that theS-wave f 1(1426) signal is typically
present in the same reactions, and the 021 and 111 contri-
butions are difficult to separate. Another problem is t
strong KK final state interaction, which distorts th
h(1440)→KK* →KKp invariant mass distribution an
leads to a low-massKK peak, which may be misidentified a
a decay topa0(980) @39#. If there actually is a strong
pa0(980) mode, what this tells us about theh(1440) is un-
clear because thea0(980) itself is not well understood. Fi
nally, there are suggestions of several 021 isosinglet states
near this mass, because fits to thehpp andKKp final states
give somewhat different masses for the parent resona
@7#. Of course this might also be due to final state inter
tions or interferences that vary between channels. The re
evidence from E852~BNL! @40# for two resonancesh(1415)
andh(1485) in thesamedecay channel,KK* , may be more
significant. If this is correct, the existence of the three sta
h(1295), h(1415) andh(1485) suggests the presence
additional degrees of freedom beyond the two I50 21S0 qq̄
quark model states expected in this mass range.

The h(1440) confusion may be dispelled through t
study of different production mechanisms and decay mod
Possibilities includegg production~these rates can be ca
culated in the quark model, and checked against w
establishedqq̄ states in this mass region! and flavor-tagging
radiative decays such ash(1440)→gro, gv andgf.

There is a recent report from L3@41# of a signal consis-
tent with theh(1440) ingg→KSK6p7, with a two-photon
width of

Ggg@h~1440!#•BKKp5212650623 eV @41#, ~4!

which is comparable to the larger of the theoretical expe
tions for the two-photon width of a 21S0 ss̄ state.~Scaling
the Ackleh-Barnes resultGgg@p(1300)#50.43–0.49 KeV
@42# by 2/9 for flavor and (1.44/1.3)3 for phase space give
Ggg(21S0 ss̄)'140 eV. Similarly scaling the Mu¨nz
p(1300) results, which use three different models@43#, gives
Ggg(21S0 ss̄)'30–100 eV.!

Although little is known experimentally about the radi
tive transitions of any higher-mass states, there is an e
Mark III report of a largeh(1440)→gro partial width @44#
that, if confirmed, would invalidate the assumption that t
is a relatively puress̄ state. Measurements of the radiati
partial widths of theh(1440) and other states through hig
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statistics studies ofJ/c→ggV (V5ro, v andf) would be
very important experimental contributions, which should
feasible at CLEO-c.

Until such data become available, we can summarize
status of theh(1440) ~assuming that this is indeed a sing
state! by noting that the reported total width and two-phot
partial width appear consistent with expectations for a 21S0

ss̄ state decaying dominantly toKK* , but final state inter-
actions may invalidate this agreement.

D. 3S states

1. The unobservedf(2050)

The 33S1 ss̄vector state, to which we assign an estimat
mass of 2.05 GeV, is not known at present. This state sho
be important in future spectroscopic studies because w
122 quantum numbers it can be made both in diffracti
photoproduction and ine1e2 annihilation. A hybrid with the
same quantum numbers and a similar mass is predicte
the flux-tube model@45,46#, so overpopulation of this secto
may be anticipated.

The 3P0 model predicts that this will be a rather broa
state,G tot'380 MeV ~Table IV!. In flux-tube decay models
the correspondingss̄-hybrid is predicted to be much nar
rower, G tot'100–150 MeV @25,47#. The dominant decay
modes of the 33S1 state are predicted to beK* K* ,
KK* (1414) andKK1(1273), in order of decreasing branch
ing fraction. All these lead to importantKKpp final states.
The large branching fraction for the 3S→1S12S transition

TABLE IV. 3 S ss̄.

f(2050) hs(1950)

Mode
G i

~MeV! Amps.
G i

~MeV! Amps.

KK 0 1P1510.0029

KK* 20 3P1520.047 53 3P0510.081

K* K* 102
1P1520.039
5P1510.17

67 3P0520.17

KK1(1273) 58
3S1[0
3D1520.10

KK1(1402) 26
3S1510.083
3D1[0

KK0* (1412) 30 1S0520.13

KK2* (1429) 9 5D1510.053 0 5D0520.016

KK* (1414) 93 3P1520.16 25 3P0510.12

KK(1460) 29 1P1520.10

hf 21 3P1510.10

h8f 11 3P1520.11

hh1(1386) 8
3S1520.078
3D1520.060

G thy5378 MeV G thy5175 MeV
4-6
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to KK* (1414) may appear surprising, since this decay a
plitude has three nodes. These, however, are
x5upW f u/b'2.4, 4.5 and 7.5, rather far from the physicalx

'0.4, so there is no dramatic nodal suppression. HereupW f u is
the momentum of the final mesons in the rest frame of
initial meson. Assuming that the decay model is accurate
will be very interesting to see whether the problemati
K* (1414) is indeed produced copiously inf(2050) decay,
as expected if theK* (1414) is the 23S1 state. Finally, the
KK mode is near a node in the3P0 decay amplitude, and s
is predicted to be very weak.

A study of thess̄-signature modeshf andh8f may be
an effective experimental strategy for identifying this state
33S1 ss̄ f(2050) is predicted to have significant branchi
fractions to both of these final states, whereas the decay
plings of any nn̄ state toanything 1f should be weak.
Close and Page@47# anticipate that thess̄-hybrid vector
should also have a largehf branching fraction, although th
h8f mode of the hybrid should be weak.

We note in passing that since theK* andK̄* are antipar-
ticles, neutral (K* K̄* )o final states of definite isospin hav
diagonal C-parity,

CuK* K̄* &L,S,I5~2 !L1S1I uK* K̄* &L,S,I . ~5!

C-parity conservation forbids many transitions to VV sta
that one might expect to appear in the decay amplitude ta
based on angular momentum alone. The two C-forbid
amplitudes here aref(2050)→K* K* ( 5P1) and f(2050)
→K* K* ( 5F1).

2. The unobservedhs(1950)

The 3P0 decay model predicts a relatively narrow 31S0

ss̄ state, withG tot'175 MeV, decaying dominantly toKK*
and K* K* ~Table IV!. Experimental confirmation of this
state may be difficult despite the moderate width, due
small production cross sections and the absence of chara
istic ss̄-signature decay modes such ashf. Nondiffractive
photoproduction of this C5(1) state is expected to be wea
sinceg→V followed by nonstrange t-channel C5(2) me-
son exchange does not lead toss̄ states~assuming the OZI
rule!. As anss̄ state, thehs(1950) will also have a smallgg
coupling.

Radiative transitions from theJ/c may be a more appro
priate technique for identifying thehs(1950), sinceJ/c
→gh and gh8 are both known to have relatively larg
branching fractions, and no importantss̄ suppression is ex
pected in this process. Hadronic production of this state m
also be effective in reactions with significantss̄ production
cross sections.

E. 1P states

1. f28(1525)

This state is almost universally accepted as thess̄member
of the 13P2 qq̄ flavor nonet, together with thea2(1318),
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f 2(1275) andK2* (1429). Althoughnn̄↔ss̄ mixing is al-
lowed in principle, in practice thef 28(1525) appears to be

close to puress̄; the mixing angle is strongly constrained b
the experimentalf 28(1525) gg coupling, which limits thenn̄
content to a few percent.

Our decay model predictions are in good agreement w
the reported total width of 76610 MeV ~we predict 80
MeV! and the known partial widths, shown in Tables V a
VI. There is a difficulty with this comparison, howeve
which is that the PDG gives partial widths assuming th
only the modesKK, hh andpp contribute significantly. We
find that the neglected modeKK* should actually be abou
as large ashh. There is only a weak experimental constra
on this mode at present,BKK* ,0.35 at 95% C.L.@7#.

2. f1(1426), f1(1510)

The status of axial-vector states in this mass region
long been confused, largely due to the overlap of import
021, 111 and 112 amplitudes inKKp hadroproduction
nearKK* threshold. Although some studies of phase mot
of these amplitudes have been reported@40,48#, the statistics
to date have not been sufficient to extract convincing in
vidual resonance phase shifts in the pseudoscalar or a
vector channels.

Three light, C5(1) axial-vector isosinglets have bee
claimed experimentally, the f 1(1285), f 1(1426) and
f 1(1510). There is also evidence for thef 1(1285) and
f 1(1426) inJ/c radiative decays andgg* , and some rather
more controversial evidence inJ/c hadronic decays. The
various reports of axial-vector signals were summarized
cently by Close and Kirk@49#, who expressed skepticism
regarding the existence of anf 1(1510), and speculated tha
there might be significantnn̄↔ss̄ flavor mixing between the
f 1(1285) andf 1(1426).

TABLE V. Experimental and theoretical partial widths of th
f 28(1525). Note the unreportedKK* mode.

Mode: G i ~MeV! KK KK* hh pp

f 28(1525) ~expt! 6524
15 7.662.5 0.6060.12

f 28(1525) ~thy! 61 8.6 10.4 0

TABLE VI. 1 3P2 and 13P0 ss̄.

f 28(1525) f 0(1500)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps. G i(MeV) Amps.

KK 61 1D2510.15 214 1S0510.28

KK* 9 3D2510.056

hh 10 1D2520.13 66 1S0520.33

hh8 0 1D2510.0073

G thy580 MeV G thy5279 MeV
Gexpt576610 MeV see text
4-7
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BARNES, BLACK, AND PAGE PHYSICAL REVIEW D68, 054014 ~2003!
The historically confused experimental status of lig
axial vectors has improved considerably with high-statis
central production experiments onhpp, KKp and 4p
states by WA102~CERN! @50,51# and KKp by E690~Fer-
milab! @52#. Central production ofKKp and hpp in this
mass region has been found to favor axial-vector quan
numbers strongly, and very clearf 1(1285) and f 1(1426)
states are observed. There is no evidence of anf 1(1510) in
central production.

In view of their masses, the obvious assumption is that
f 1(1285) is the light, dominantlynn̄ 1 3P1 state, and the
f 1(1426) is its dominantlyss̄ 1 3P1 partner. Since there is
controversy over the identification of thef 1(1426) or the
f 1(1510) as the 13P1 ss̄, in Fig. 1 we show the3P0-model
total width prediction for a range of 13P1 ss̄ masses.~The
only open-flavor two-body mode below 1.77 GeV isKK* .!
The nominal threshold is 1390 MeV, however, as thef 1
→KK* decay is dominantlyS-wave we find that the width
increases rapidly with increasing mass. At M51420 MeV
the predicted width is 254 MeV~see Table VII!, and the
resonance envelope would obviously be strongly distorted
the nearby threshold, which is at aDE!G tot . Other calcu-
lations of the f 1(1426)→KK* width, also using the
3P0 model but taking threshold modification of the Bre
Wigner resonance shape into account, quote effective wi
of ;70 MeV @15# and ;120 MeV @19#. Thus the

1.35 1.4 1.45 1.5 1.55 1.6

M [GeV]

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

[MeV]

h
1

f
1

ss

ss

Γ

FIG. 1. TheoreticalKK* widths of 13P1 f 1 and 11P1 h1 ss̄
states versus assumed mass.

TABLE VII. 1 3P1 ss̄.

f 1(1420→1530)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps.

KK* 254→459 3S1520.47→20.40
3D1510.0092→10.043

G thy5254→459 MeV
see text
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3P0 model is roughly consistent with the reported width
the f 1(1426), given the uncertainties in modeling the effe
of the nearbyKK* threshold.

At the mass of 1530 MeV reported by LASS@53#, the
theoretical width of a 13P1 ss̄ f 1(1530) is a very large 459
MeV. Assuming the decay model is realistic for this chann
the relatively small reported width ofG5100640 MeV
makes thef 1(1530) appear implausible as a 13P1 ss̄ state.

As the decay model predicts a quite strong coupling
tween the bare quark model 13P1 ss̄ state and theKK*
decay channel, and these are close to degenerate, it ma
necessary to treat this as a coupledss̄, nn̄ andKK* system.
This concern applies to the 11P1 ss̄ sector as well.

In future experimental work it will be important to test th
expected resonant phase motion of thef 1(1426) in channels
in which this state and others are present with compara
amplitudes. This is especially important here because of
possibility of misinterpreting a nonresonant threshold e
hancement as a resonant state.

Future accurate measurements of radiative transition r
of the f 1(1426) and the other axial vectors will be of gre
importance in testing candidateqq̄ assignments@54–56#.
Transitions such asf 1(1426)→gr and gf are flavor tag-
ging, and will allow determinations of the amount of flav
mixing in the parent axial vectors.~This is especially inter-
esting because Close and Kirk@49# cite evidence of impor-
tantnn̄↔ss̄mixing in the axial vector system.! The absolute
radiative transition rates are among the simplest and pres
ably most reliable quark model predictions forqq̄ mesons, so
a set of accurate measurements of radiative partial width
gv, gr andgf could be definitive in establishing the natu
of the axial vectors and other states in this mass region
first measurement of the radiative transitionf 1(1426)→gf
has been reported by WA102@50#, who quote a relative
branching fraction of Bf 1(1426)→gf/KKp50.00360.001

60.001, corresponding toG@ f 1(1426)→gf#;150 keV
~but clearly not yet well determined!. Given the large errors
this may be consistent with the theoretical expectation
G thy@ f 1(1426)→gf#'50 keV for puress̄ initial and final
mesons@57#. Evidently experimental accuracies of ca. 1
keV will be required for definitive radiative transition tests
ss̄ quark model assignments.

3. f0(1500) and f0(1710)

The scalar sector is of great interest, since LGT pred
that the lightest glueball is a scalar with a mass near 1.7 G
@58# ~neglecting decays and mixing with quarkonia!. We also
expect 13P0 nn̄ and ss̄ quark model scalars at masses
;1.4 GeV and;1.6 GeV, respectively, so the I50 011

sector may be expected to show evidence of overpopula
relative to theqq̄ quark model in this mass region.

Ideally we might hope to distinguish a glueball fro
quarkonia through anomalous decay or production am
tudes. Assuming unmixedf 0 qq̄ states, we would expect th
pp decay mode to identify thenn̄ state, whereasKK andhh
final states should be populated by bothnn̄ andss̄. To illus-
4-8
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TABLE VIII. Experimental branching ratios forf 0(1500) andf 0(1710) from the WA102@60# and Crystal
Barrel @61# experiments, normalized to thepp branching ratio.

State Experiment pp KK hh hh8 4p

f 0(1500) WA102 1 0.3360.07 0.1860.003 0.09660.026 1.3660.15
CBar 1 0.18460.025 0.0860.04 0.06560.008 1.6260.18

f 0(1710) WA102 1 5.060.7 2.460.6 ,0.18 ,5.4
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the
trate this, in Table IV we show the3P0-model predictions for
the decays of a puress̄ f 0(1500); a total width ofG tot
5279 MeV is predicted, with branching fractions ofBKK
576% andBhh524%.

In contrast toss̄, the flavor-singlet decay amplitudes n
ively expected for an unmixed glueball should populateboth
pp and KK modes. The relative flavor-singlet branchin
fractions~with phase space removed! are

B~1!/p.s. ~pp:KK:hh:hh8:h8h8!53:4:1:0:1. ~6!

Three I50 scalar states are known in this mass region,
f 0(1370), f 0(1500) andf 0(1710); the experimental status o
these states was summarized recently by Amsler@59#. The
branching fraction ratios reported by the Crystal Barrel a
WA102 Collaborations for thef 0(1500) andf 0(1710) are
given in Table VIII. Neither of the higher-mass states sho
the flavor-singlet decay pattern expected for a scalar g
ball; instead thef 0(1500) strongly favorspp over KK,
whereas thef 0(1710) favorsKK over pp. Since the ob-
served branching fractions of these states do not match
expectations for decays of unmixed states, several studie
333 mixing models have been carried out in which the s
lars are allowedunn̄&, uss̄& and uG& components; see fo
example Refs.@18,60#. In these studies Amsler and Clos
@18,59# concluded that thef 0(1370), f 0(1500) andf 0(1710)
are dominantlynn̄, G andss̄, respectively. In contrast, We
ingartenet al. @62# prefer the assignmentsf 0(1500)'ss̄ and
f 0(1710)'G.

There is evidence of an additional complication, which
that the intrinsic strong decay amplitudes of the basis st
themselves are strongly model- and parameter-depend
Determination of the state mixing matrix from decay branc
ing fractions,assuming slowly varying decay amplitudesas
is done in the mixing models, may therefore lead to inac
rate results. One concern is that the3P0-model decay ampli-

tude for f 0
qq̄→PsPs has a node at upW f u5(3/A2)b

'0.8 GeV. This is close enough to the physical momenta
final pseudoscalars to invalidate the use of simple rela
flavor factors, especially inf 0(1710) decays. In addition
Ackleh et al. @8# found that the usually neglected OGE dec

amplitude is anomalously large inf 0
qq̄→PsPs, so the

3P0 decay amplitude may not be dominant in scalar deca
Finally, there is evidence from LGT of violation of the naiv
flavor-singletG-PsPscoupling amplitude often assumed fo
a pure glue state; see Sextonet al. @63#.

Since these states may well have important flavor mixi
and the strong decay amplitudes for scalars may have st
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momentum dependence, other aspects of these states s
be studied for information regarding their Hilbert space d
composition. In particular, radiative transitions may be
more appropriate approach for the identification of thenn̄

andss̄ components of these states, since one-photon tra
tions from nn̄ basis states will populategv and gro,
whereasss̄ will populate gf @64#. A simple study of the
invariant mass distributions ofgv and gf should tell us a
great deal about flavor mixing in the scalar sector.

The two-photon couplings of these states may similarly
effective in identifying theirqq̄ components, since the 13P0

nn̄ scalar is predicted to have a largergg width than any
otherqq̄ state. Anss̄ state should naively have a two-photo
width about 2/25 as large as its I50 nn̄ partner, whereas a
glueball should have a weakgg coupling. ~Vector domi-
nance may modify this simple picture, for example if a glu
ball has a largerr coupling.! The recent strong L3 limit on
the gg partial width of the f 0(1500) @41# may constitute
evidence that thenn̄ component of this state is rather sma
In contrast, the f 0(1710) may have been seen ingg
→KSKS by L3 @65,66# and Belle@67#. ~There is some dis-
agreement between these experiments; L3 favors domin
of KSKS by J52, whereas Belle favors J50.! Future experi-
mental studies of two-photon widths should prove very
teresting as tests of the nature of the scalar states.

4. h1(1386)

Theh1(1386) has been reported by only two experimen
LASS @53# and Crystal Ball@68#. It is nonetheless a convinc
ing candidate for thess̄ partner of the 11P1 statesh1(1170)
and b1(1230), in view of its mass and dominant decay
KK* . (KK* is the only open-flavor decay channel availab
to a 112 ss̄ state at this mass.! The total width of 91
630 MeV reported by the PDG is problematic because
state lies atKK* threshold, so theKK* mass distribution
and effective width will not be well described by a Brei
Wigner form. We may compare the reported total width w
expectations for a 11P1 ss̄ state in a qualitative manner b
varying the assumedh1 mass. As we increase the mass fro
1390 to 1440 MeV~by roughlyGexpt/2), the predicted width
varies from 0 to 160 MeV~Fig. 1 and Table IX!. Since this
range is qualitatively similar to the experimental 9
630 MeV, the assignment of this state to 11P1 ss̄ appears
plausible.

Theoretical modeling of thess̄ state andKK* continuum
as a coupled-channel problem, including the effect of
4-9
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nonzeroK* width, should allow predictions of the expecte
KK* distributions for both resonant (ss̄↔KK* ) and non-
resonant (KK* threshold enhancement! descriptions of the
h1(1386).

F. 2P states

1. f2(2000)

The 23P2 ss̄ tensor f 2(2000) is predicted to be a broa
state, with a total width near 400 MeV, decaying dominan
to KK* andK* K* . ~See Table X for decays of 23PJ states.!
The K* K* mode has three nonzero amplitudes, and

TABLE IX. 1 1P1 ss̄.

h1(1390→1440)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps.

KK* 0→160
3S1520.34→20.32
3D150→20.022

G thy50→160 MeV
Gexpt591630 MeV
05401
e

3P0 model anticipates nontrivial relative strengths; t
dominant S- and D-wave spin-quintet amplitudes are pr
dicted to be comparable,5D2 / 5S2520.59, and the quinte
and singletD-wave amplitudes are in the ratio5D2 / 1D25

2A7. ~The spin-triplet amplitude3D2 is identically zero due
to C-parity.!

Unfortunately there are noss̄-signature modes open t
this state, given our assumed mass of 2000 MeV. Howe
for this broad state we would expect to observe some c

pling to thess̄-signature modeff above threshold, and th
intrinsic strength of this mode is quite large; at a mass
2100 MeV, the theoretical partial width isGff5143 MeV.
The 5S2 amplitude is dominant inf 2(2100)→ff, however,
the D-waves should be observable~5D2 / 5S2520.12 given
this mass! and have the same characteristic pattern as
K* K* , 1D2 : 5D251:2A7. ~3D2 is forbidden toff states
by Bose symmetry.!

Since the experimental spectrum at this high mass
poorly established, it is not possible to identify clear expe
mental candidates for this state. There is a LASS report@69#
of a resonance inK* K* with a mass and width of M
51950615 MeV and G5250650 MeV, which might be
this 23P2 ss̄ state. However, little is known about this sta
at present; possible JPC quantum numbers include 112 and
TABLE X. 2 3PJ ss̄.

f 2(2000) f 1(1950) f 0(2000)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps. G i(MeV) Amps. G i(MeV) Amps.

KK 64 1D2510.11 47 1S0520.093
KK* 142 3D2510.13 68 3S1510.0025

3D1510.092
K* K* 101 5S2520.16

1D2510.036
5D2520.094

29 5D1520.11
89

1S0510.080
5D0520.16

KK1(1273) 14 3P2510.045
3F2510.032

108 3P1520.16 423 3P0510.30

KK1(1402) 21 3P2520.086
3F2[0

1 3P1520.025 0 3P0520.0048

KK0* (1412) 1 1P1520.026
KK2* (1429) 21 5P2520.093

5F2520.0050

8 5P1510.081
5F1520.00087

KK* (1414) 4 3D2510.039
80

3S1520.22
3D1510.013

KK(1460) 0 1D2510.016 125 1S0510.26
hh 16 1D2520.11 9 1S0510.082
hh8 19 1D2510.097 0 1S0510.012
h8h8 0 1D2520.029 25 1S0520.24

hhs(1415) 0 1D2520.021 64 1S0520.38

G thy5403 MeV G thy5296 MeV G thy5782 MeV
4-10
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221 in addition to 211, and the isospin has not yet bee
determined.

In view of the predicted strong coupling of the 23P2 ss̄
state toff, the signals reported in this channel in previo
glueball searches should be assessed as possibly due t
state.~The other 211 ss̄ state expected near this mass, t
1 3F2 f 2(2200), is predicted to have a very weakff cou-
pling.! The reactionp2p→ffn was studied at BNL@70#,
and evidence for three 211 states at masses of 2011276

162,
2297628 and 2339655 MeV was reported. The first o
these BNL states is an obvious candidate for the theore
2 3P2 ss̄ f 2(2000). The experimentalf 2(2011) was found to
have a ff partial width decomposition ofB( 5S2)
59823

11%, B( 5D2)5011% and B( 1D2)5221
12% @70#. The

S-wave is clearly dominant as predicted for 23P2 ss̄, how-
ever, this is unsurprising given the lack of phase space.
might test a 23P2 ss̄assignment for thef 2(2011) by search-
ing for this state inK* K* andKK* final states.

2. The unobserved f1(1950)

The 23P1 ss̄ state is predicted to be moderately broa
with G tot'300 MeV. It may be most easily identified in th
KK* mode, in which it has a very characteristic dominan
of D-waveKK* final states overS-wave. Evidence for this
unusual amplitude ratio has been reported for thea1(1700)
@71,72#, which is a candidate 23P1 I51 partner of the
f 1(1950).

A nonexoticnn̄-hybrid with JPC5111 is predicted at a
similar mass in the flux-tube model@45,46#. The Isgur-Paton
flux-tube decay model predicts that this will be a very bro
state @47#, however, a 3S1 variant of the flux-tube decay
model studied by Page, Swanson and Szczepaniak@25# sug-
gests that this hybrid might be rather narrow. In the lat
case overpopulation of the 111 sector of the quark mode
near this mass might easily be confirmed. The hybrid, un
the 23P1 ss̄ state, is predicted by Pageet al. @25# to have a
dominantS-wave amplitude in itsKK* decay mode.

3. The unobserved f0(2000)

The 23P0 ss̄ f 0(2000) is predicted to be very broad, wit
a total width of G tot'800 MeV. This is the largest tota
width predicted for any of the states considered in this pa
The dominant mode is expected to beKK1(1273); this mode
is also predicted to dominate the decays of another br
state, the 13D1 ss̄ f(1850). Thef 0(2000) theoretically has
sufficiently strong couplings toKK andK* K* to be identi-
fied in those channels, especially if the coupling
KK1(1273) and resulting very large total width are overe
timated by the3P0 decay model. Unfortunately there are n
characteristicss̄-signature modes open to this state, with t
possible exception of the very problematical chan
hhs(1415).

4. The unobserved h1(1850)

Unlike the other 2P ss̄states, the 21P1 h1(1850) is pre-
dicted to be moderately narrow, withG tot5193 MeV. ~See
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Table XI.! Only four open-flavor modes are accessible to
h1(1850), and of these one@KK1(1273)# is predicted to be
numerically unimportant. The modesKK* and K* K* are
largest, but the relatively large branching fraction predic

to the ss̄-signature modehf (Bhf'15%) and the smaller
backgrounds expected in this channel suggest thathf should
be ideal for identifying theh1(1850).

The large photoproduction cross section reported for
1 1P1 h1(1170) @73# makes the 21P1 h1(1850) an attractive
target for diffractive photoproduction@12#. Since the flux-
tube model predicts nonexotic hybrids with these quant
numbers nearby in mass@45,46#, it will be important to iden-
tify this state as a ‘‘background’’ quarkonium resonance.

G. 1D states

1. f3(1854)

Thef3(1854) was first reported inK2p→f3L in a 1981
CERN bubble-chamber experiment@74#. It was reported in
KK and KK* , with a total width of 50–120 MeV and a
relative branching fraction ofBKK* /KK50.860.4. Subse-
quently in 1982 the Omega Spectrometer Collaboration@75#
at CERN observed thef3 in K1K2, and reported a mas
and width of M51850–1900 MeV andG5110–250 MeV.
More recently the LASS Collaboration@76# observed thef3
in K1K2 and KSK6p7, and in several fits found masse
and widths of M'1855 MeV andG'60630 MeV. The
PDG gives averaged masses and widths of M51854
67 MeV and G587223

128 MeV @7#. A branching ratio of
BKK* /KK50.5520.45

10.85 was quoted by LASS.
In the 3P0 model with our parameters we predict a tot

f3(1854) width of 104 MeV and aBKK* /KK branching frac-
tion of 0.52 ~Table XII!, consistent with experimental est
mates. We also predict a largeK* K* mode, with a relative
BK* K* /BKK branching fraction of 0.70. TheK* K* mode is
interesting in that four independent amplitudes are allow
the 3P0 model predicts the5P3 K* K* amplitude to be domi-
nant and5H3 to be zero.~Decay to the3F3 K* K* state is
forbidden by C-parity.!

TABLE XI. 2 1P1 ss̄.

h1(1850)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps.

KK* 95 3S1520.024
3D1520.12

K* K* 64 3S1510.21
3D1510.037

KK1(1273) 1 3P1510.024
hf 33 3S1510.098

3D1510.12

G thy5193 MeV
4-11
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TABLE XII. 1 3DJ ss̄.

f3(1854) f2(1850) f(1850)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps. G i(MeV) Amps. G i(MeV) Amps.

KK 45 1F3520.10 65 1P1520.12
KK* 24 3F3520.059 151 3P2510.14

3F2520.049

75 3P1510.11

K* K* 32 5P3510.15
1F3520.0024
5F3510.0052
5H3[0

7 5P2510.073
5F2510.0072

5 1P1520.054
5P1510.024
5F1510.0088

KK1(1273) 0 3D3520.012
3G3520.00061

2 3D2510.028 478 3S1520.45
3D1520.019

hf 3 3F3510.046 53 3P2520.20
3F2510.038

29 3P1520.15

G thy5104 MeV G thy5214 MeV G thy5652 MeV
Gexpt587223

128 MeV
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2. The unobservedf2(1850)

The identification of this state would be very interestin
as no 222 states are known at present. Thef2(1850) is
attractive experimentally because the mass of the 1D ss̄
multiplet is well established by thef3(1854), and the tota
width is predicted to be relatively small,G tot5214 MeV.
Only two decay modes are predicted to have large branc
fractions, KK* and hf. The latter is a very attractive
ss̄-signature mode, which we expect to coupling stron
only to states with largess̄ components.

The f2(1850) can be diffractively photoproduced, a
though the strength of the 222 photoproduction amplitude is
not known. The dominantKK* andhf final states will al-
low tests of the3P0 model, since these modes are predic
to have significant3P2 and 3F2 amplitudes. We predic
3F2 / 3P2 amplitude ratios of20.34 forKK* and20.19 for
hf ~Table XII!. A measurement of this ratio in either deca
would provide an important test of the3P0 model in a new
angular channel; the existing accurate amplitude ratio t
have only considered decays ofL51 mesons.

3. The unobservedf(1850)

The 13D1 ss̄ f(1850) is predicted to be a very broa
resonance,G tot'650 MeV, due to a very largeS-wave cou-
pling to the KK1(1273) decay channel. Although this a
pears discouraging experimentally, one should note that t
has been no experimental confirmation of the theoretic
very large 13D1→1 1S0113P1 and 13D1→1 1S011 1P1
decay amplitudes in any flavor channel; if the3P0 model
has significantly overestimated these amplitudes,
f(1850) might be considerably narrower. Rather sma
couplings toKK and KK* are predicted, with branching
fractions of '10%. The branching fraction to th
ss̄-signature modehf is expected to be'5%.
05401
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The very strong coupling predicted toKK1(1273) may be
tested independently, assuming that thev(1649) and
r(1700) are the I50 and I51 13D1 nn̄ partners of the
hypotheticalf(1850). Thesenn̄ states are predicted to hav
analogously large decay amplitudes inv(1649)→pb1 and
r(1649)→pa1 ,ph1, which will presumably be studied in
e1e2 at VEPP and DAPHNE.

Determination of the excited vector spectrum is of inter
in part because the flux-tube model anticipates vector
brids @45,46#, which the existence of thep1(1600) suggests
may be in this mass region. The vectorss̄-hybrid is predicted
to have a rather smaller total width than thisss̄ quark model
state@25,47#.

4. h2(1850)

Assuming a mass of 1850 MeV for the 11D2 ss̄ state,
only three open-flavor modes are accessible given our no
nal masses,KK* , K* K* and KK1(1273) ~see Table XIII!.
KK* is predicted to be dominant, with a branching fracti

TABLE XIII. 1 1D2 ss̄.

h2(1850)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps.

KK* 114
3P2510.12
3F2510.060

K* K* 15
3P2520.10
3F2520.0062

KK1(1273) 0 3D2520.011

G thy5129 MeV
4-12
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TABLE XIV. 1 1D2 ~alt.!.

h2(1842)5sunn̄&1cuss̄&

Mode G i(MeV) Amps.

KK* 111.7c21158.0sc155.9s2
3P2520.116c20.0820s
3F2520.0580c20.0410s

K* K* 12.1c2217.1sc16.1s2
3P2520.10
3F2510.00506c20.00358s

KK1(1273) 0.2c220.3sc10.1s2 3D2510.00977c20.00691s

rr 129.9s2
3P2510.231s
3F2520.0765s

vv 40.3s2
3P2520.229s
3F2520.0689s

pa1 33.8s2 3D2510.0986s

h f 1 0.0 3D2520.00321s

pa0(1450) 0.6s2 1D2510.0182s

pa2 260.7s2

5S2510.285s
5D2510.109s
5G2510.00681s

h f 2 30.0s2

5S2520.314s
5D2520.00721s
5G2520.0000358s

G thy5141c21124sc1557s2 MeV
Gexpt5225614 MeV
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of '90% and a rather largeF-wave component,3F2 / 3P2

510.52. The remaining decays are expected to popu
K* K* almost exclusively. The predicted total width is rath
small, G tot5129 MeV, due to few open modes, limite
phase space, and the centrifical barriers present in all ca

Experimentally there are two known resonances w
these quantum numbers, theh2(1617) andh2(1842). In
view of the mass of the I51 p2(1670), these twoh2 states
would appear to benn̄ andss̄1 1D2 candidates, although th
total width of theh2(1842),Gexpt5225614 MeV, is some-
what larger than our estimate for the 11D2 ss̄state. Although
LASS did not claim an isoscalar 221 resonance, their dat
suggest an enhancement at 1.8 to 1.9 GeV in the 221

KS
0K6p7 partial wave inK2p→KS

0K6p7L ~see Fig. 2e of

Ref. @53#!. Since this production process enhancesss̄ relative
to nn̄, LASS may have evidence that the higher-massh2 is
dominantly anss̄ state. TheKS

0K6p7 final state can arise
from KK* , which we predict to be the principal decay mo
of the 11D2 ss̄ state.

There are problems with unmixednn̄ andss̄ 221 assign-
ments. Theh2(1842) has only been reported in 4p and
hpp modes, which are inaccessible to puress̄ states in the
3P0 decay model. Bothh2 states were reported in doub
diffraction to pa2 by WA102, with comparable strength
~see Fig. 3e of Ref.@24#!, which suggests importantnn̄↔ss̄
05401
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mixing if both states are indeedqq̄. The lighterh2(1617)
has been reported by WA102 in bothpa2 and KKp @50#,
and the experimental ratioBKKp/pa2

50.0760.03 is not far

from our prediction of 0.14 for a purenn̄ 1 1D2 state@23#.
This suggests that flavor mixing in theh2 system is not very
large, contrary to what is implied by the relativepa2
strengths.

We can test the possibility of significantnn̄↔ss̄ flavor
mixing in theh2 system by generalizing our3P0 decay cal-
culations to mixed initial states

uh2~1617!&5cos~f!unn̄&
0
2sin~f!uss̄& ~7!

and

uh2~1842!&5sin~f!unn̄&
0
1cos~f!uss̄&, ~8!

where we have assigned these the PDG experimental ma
The resulting decay amplitudes and partial widths are gi
in Tables XIV and XV. The partial widths of theh2(1842) to
the three important modespa2 , KK* andrr are shown in
Fig. 2 as functions of the flavor mixing anglef. Evidently,
large couplings topa2 andrr follow from moderate mixing,
which could explain the WA102 observation of theh2(1842)
in hpp and 4p. Since the ratioBKK* /Bpa2

is strongly de-
4-13
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pendent on the flavor mixing anglef, this ratio may be
useful in determiningf if the h2(1842) is indeed a quark
model state.

At present, however, the assignment of theh2(1617) and
h2(1842) to a mixed-flavor quark model pair appears i
plausible, due to theKK* final state. The dominant deca
modes of an orthogonal partner stateh2(1617) are shown in
Fig. 3 and given in Table XV. The facts that theh2(1617)
→KK* branching fraction observed by WA102 is rath
small ~see Fig. 2e of Ref.@50#!, Bh2(1617)→KKp/pa2

50.07

60.03, and that there is no indication of theh2(1842) in this
data, argues against assigning both reported states t
nn̄↔ss̄mixed pair; our Figs. 2 and 3 show that there sho
be a fairly large KK* mode evident in the combine
h2(1617) andh2(1842) signals, whatever the mixing ang
f. Only the quite weakh2(1617)→KK* transition is evi-
dent.

TABLE XV. 1 1D2 partner~alt.!.

h2(1617)5cunn̄&2suss̄&

Mode G i(MeV) Amps.

KK* 22.6c2263.8sc145.1s2
3P2520.0749c10.106s
3F2520.0141c10.0200s

rr 21.4c2
3P2510.150c
3F2510.00983c

vv 6.2c2
3P2520.129c
3F2520.00573c

pa1 3.1c2 3D2510.0436c

pa0(1450) 0.0 1D2510.00158c

pa2 169.4c2

5S2510.402c
5D2510.0369c
5G2510.000692c

G thy5221c2264sc145s2 MeV
Gexpt5181611 MeV

-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90

φ

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

Γ
[MeV]

[deg.]

πa2

KK
*

ρρ

FIG. 2. Theoretical widths of the three leading modes o
flavor-mixed 11D2 h2(1842).
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An alternative possibility is that the higher-mass WA1
stateh2(1842) is annn̄-hybrid rather than a mixednn̄↔ss̄
quark model state, and thePsV coupling of the hybrid is
rather small; for some reason thePsTmodepa2 is preferred.
Assuming the hybrid assignment, we would expect to fi
evidence of an I51 221 partner hybrid at a similar mass
There have been several reports of possiblep2 states in this
mass region, notably aD-wavep f 2 signal reported by AC-
CMOR in 1981 @77# that peaks near 1850 MeV. Sever
other possible higher-massp2 signals are discussed in Re
@23#. Quite recently a state with these quantum numbers
resonant phase motion was reported by the E852 Collab
tion in r2v @78#, with a mass and width of M51890610
626 MeV andG5350622655 MeV. This exciting result
may imply that a flavor nonet of nonexotic 221 hybrids
exists at a mass of 1.8 to 1.9 GeV~for nn̄ flavor!, just as
anticipated by the flux tube model@45,46#.

H. 1F states

1. 1F ss̄and the ‘‘j(2230)’’ region

The 1F ss̄ multiplet has long been of interest because
the Mark III @79# and BES@80# reports of a possible very
narrow j(2230) in J/c radiative decays. This evidence
controversial because DM2@81# did not see this state, al
though they had slightly better statistics than Mark III. T
JETSET Collaboration studiedKSKS @82# andff @83# final
states inpp̄ annihilation at LEAR, and found no evidence fo
a narrow resonance with the reportedj(2230) mass and
width. The Crystal Barrel Collaboration@84# also saw no
evidence for this narrow state inpp̄→hh, although the BES
results onpp̄ and hh imply that they should have seen
large signal. The most recent experimental developments
extremely strong limits on a narrowj(2230) ingg→KSKS
from L3 @66# and Belle@67#,

Ggg@j~2230!#•Bj(2230)→KSKS

,H 1.4 eV, 95% C.L. ~L3 !

1.17 eV, 95% C.L.~Belle!.
~9!

-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90

φ

0

50

100

150

200

Γ
[MeV]

[deg.]

πa2
KK

*

ρρ

FIG. 3. Theoretical widths of the orthogonal partner 11D2

h2(1617).
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Motivated by the original Mark III results, Godfreyet al.

@20# calculated a subset of 13F2 and 13F4 ss̄ decay modes
~thought to be all the important ones!, and found relatively

small total widths for these states.~These particularss̄ states
were considered because the reported signal had a mass

sistent with expectations for the 1F ss̄ multiplet, and had to
have even11 quantum numbers since it was reported
KSKS .) These results suggested that the surprisingly nar

j(2230), if real, might simply be a conventionalss̄ meson
rather than a more unusual state such as a glueball or hy
Subsequent work by Blundell and Godfrey@17# greatly

modified these conclusions. In the 13F2 ss̄ case an orbitally
excited mode that had previously been neglec
@KK1(1273)# was found to be dominant, making this 211

state rather broad; this eliminated the tensorss̄option for the
j(2230), provided that the3P0 decay model is reasonabl

accurate. The 13F4 ss̄ state was confirmed to couple prim
rily to K* K* , KK* andKK in the Blundell-Godfrey work,
although a total width of over 100 MeV was found. This w
an order of magnitude larger than thej(2230) widths re-
ported by Mark III and BES, so the explanation of th

j(2230) as a 1F ss̄ state now appears implausible.
There is experimental evidence of a somewhat wider s

in this mass region. A state with a mass and width of
52231610 MeV and G5133650 MeV ~with J undeter-
mined! was reported inff by WA67 ~CERN SPS! @85#, and
the LASS Collaboration reported a 411 resonance with a
mass and width of M52209215

117610 MeV and G
560257

1107 MeV in K2p→K2K1L and K2p→KSKSL
@86,87#. Very recently, E173~Serpukhov! also reported an
enhancement in KSKS , with M52257 MeV and G
556 MeV @88#.

2. f4(2200)

The f 4(2200) is predicted to be the narrowest of the 1F

ss̄ states, with an expected total width of about 150 M
~Table XVI!. Our results for this state are quite similar
those found by Blundell and Godfrey@17# in their variant of
the 3P0 model using Kokoski-Isgur phase space. We a
find that the three important modes areKK, KK* andK* K* .
Our partial widths for these modes are comparable, altho
the precise values are rather sensitive to kinematics bec
KK* andKK areG-wave final states, with a resulting thres
old behavior ofupW f u9. The observation of thef 4(2200) in
both KK andK* K* would be interesting in part because
the rather inaccurate prediction of the SU~3! partner decay
f 4(2040)→pp @23# ~which may be due to this strongupW f u9

momentum dependence! and the lack of information regard
ing f 4(2040)→rr, which is predicted to have a larg
branching fraction. There are also~relatively weak! analo-
gous ff and hh modes, which measure the same dec
amplitudes at different momenta and thus would provide u
ful information. The multiamplitude VV modeK* K* is pre-
dicted unsurprisingly to be dominated by the lowest-L a
plitude, 5D4. Nonetheless an experimental study of the th
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higher-L amplitudes predicted to be weak or zero would p
vide an interesting test of the3P0 model.

Identification of the 13F4 ss̄ and a determination of its
decay parameters would be an important contribution to
understanding of this historically controversial region of t
spectrum. The broader experimental states in the 2200 M
region, which are discussed at the end of the previous
tion, are possible candidates for thef 4(2200) 13F4 ss̄ state.

3. The unobserved f3(2200)

The f 3(2200) 13F3 ss̄ state is predicted to have a tot
width of about 300 MeV, and to decay dominantly
KK2* (1429), with a branching fraction of'40%. ~The VV
and PsV modes have an L52 barrier, whereas the
KK2* (1429) mode is dominantlyP-wave.! Next in impor-
tance isKK* , with a branching fraction of'25% and a
5G3 / 5D3 amplitude ratio of20.62. The branching fraction
to K* K* , KK1(1273), K* K1(1273) and the unusual mod
h f 28(1525) are each'5 –10 %. TheK* K* channel has two
allowed amplitudes, and the3P0 model predicts the
5G3 / 5D3 amplitude ratio to be10.51. Interesting measure
ments here include theG/D ratio in KK* , a test of the
predicted dominance ofKK2* (1429), and the presence o
this state inh f 28(1525), which in the decay model is due

an (ss̄)→(ss̄)1(ss̄) transition.

4. The unobserved f2(2200)

The f 2(2200) is predicted to have a very large decay co
pling to KK1(1273), which would make this a rather broa
state; the expected total width is 425 MeV, withBKK1(1273)

'60%. The other decay modes of this state have theore
branching fractions of,10% and are not especially chara
teristic of ss̄ states. It may be possible to identify th
f 2(2200) in KK or KK* , or perhaps in thehh or hh8
modes.

One might hope to identifyss̄ states inff, which has
previously been studied experimentally in searches for g
ball resonances, notably inp2p→ffn at BNL @70#. Three
tensor states were reported inff at BNL, and the two near
our assumed 1F ss̄ mass of 2200 MeV were at 2297628
and 2339655 MeV. Thesea priori appear to be natural can
didates for the 13F2 ss̄ quark model state, and the reporte
f 2(2297)→ff strengths in differentff waves are similar
to the pattern predicted for 13F2(ss̄)→ff; Etkin et al. @70#
reportedB( 5S2)5625

115%, B( 1D2)569227
116% and B( 5D2)

525214
118%, whereas for a 13F2 ss̄ f 2(2300) ~note the in-

creased mass! we predict B( 5S2)50%, B( 1D2)549%,
B( 5D2)528% andB( 5G2)523%. The theoretical ratio o
D-wave partial widths in 13F2(ss̄)→ff is
B( 1D2)/B( 5D2)57/4.

In the 3P0 model, however, the 13F2 (ss̄)→ff branch-
ing fraction is predicted to be very small~0.5% for M
52200 MeV), and unless this small branching fraction
confirmed, identification of any of the resonances seen inff

with the 13F2 ss̄ is questionable. Of course one should n
4-15
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TABLE XVI. 1 3FJ ss̄.

f 4(2200) f 3(2200) f 2(2200)

Mode G i
(MeV) Amps. G i

(MeV) Amps. G i
(MeV) Amps.

KK 36 1G4510.073 27 1D2510.063

KK* 28 3G4510.050 78
3D3520.070
3G3510.044

39 3D2520.059

K* K* 53

5D4520.11
1G4510.010
5G4520.020
5I 4[0

21
5D3520.062
5G3520.032

16

5S2[0
1D2510.037
5D2520.028
5G2520.040

KK1(1273) 5
3F4510.024
3H4510.0049

18 3F3520.048 243
3P2510.18
3F2510.023

KK1(1402) 6
3F4520.031
3H4[0

0 3F3520.0089 0
3P2[0
3F2510.0074

KK0* (1412) 2 1F3520.018

KK2* (1429) 5
5F4520.029
5H4520.0011

120

5P3510.14
5F3520.00048
5H3520.0013

22
5P2510.060
5F2510.015

KK* (1414) 0 3G4510.0081 1
3D3520.012
3G3510.0072

1 3D2520.0098

KK(1460) 0 1G4510.0052 1 1D2510.012

K* K1(1273) 0

3F4510.00031
5F4520.0012
3H4520.000011
5H4520.000014

23

5P3510.096
1F3520.00087
3F3510.00091
5F3510.0012
5H3520.000015

16

3P2520.069
5P2510.040
3F2520.0018
5F2510.0022

hh 7 1G4520.067 7 1D2520.066
hh8 4 1G4510.036 14 1D2510.072
h8h8 0 1G4520.0095 3 1D2520.053

h f 1
ss̄(1426) 0

3F4510.017
3H4520.00091

1 3F3510.025 29
3P2520.15
3F2520.014

h f 0
ss̄(1500) 0 1F3510.010

h f 28(1525) 0
5F4510.014
5H4510.00026

28

5P3520.17
5F3510.00011
5H3510.00030

5
5P2520.073
5F2520.0078

hhs(1415) 0 1G4520.0076 0 1D2520.017

ff 10

5D4510.12
1G4520.0040
5G4510.0080
5I 4[0

4
5D3510.070
5G3510.013

2

5S2[0
1D2520.041
5D2510.031
5G2510.016

G thy5156 MeV G thy5297 MeV G thy5425 MeV
ay

th

he
eliminate the possibility that this tiny decay coupling m
simply be an inaccurate prediction of the3P0 decay model;
this predicted small coupling should be checked against
VV decays of other members of the 13F2 flavor nonet, once
these are identified.
05401
e

5. The unobserved h3(2200)

The spin-singleth3(2200) ~Table XVII! is predicted to
have a moderate total width ofG tot'250 MeV. This
C5(2) state can be diffractively photoproduced, and t
4-16
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production amplitudes of a higher-L state may provide inter
esting information about the nature of diffraction. The dec
modesKK2* (1429) andKK* are predicted to be dominan

The ss̄-signature modehf is more attractive experimen
tally; the h3(2200) is predicted to have a rather large,
10% branching fraction tohf, with comparable strengths i
D- andG-waves. The ratios we find for these amplitudes
3G3 / 3D3510.59 for hf and 10.83 for the partner open
strangeness modeKK* .

IV. KAONIA

A. General aspects

The kaon sector is interesting for several reasons. O
notable feature is that the usual kaon and antikaon state
not have diagonal C-parity, so there are no JPC-exotics in the
kaon spectrum. The kaon-flavor analogues ofnn̄ and ss̄
JPC-exotic hybrids should instead appear as a rich overpo
lation of states in the conventional excited kaon spectrum

A detailed comparison between the kaon and I51 nn̄
spectra may therefore be useful for the identification of
brids using overpopulation. For this comparison one sho

TABLE XVII. 1 1F3 ss̄.

h3(2200)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps.

KK* 71
3D3520.061
3G3520.050

K* K* 29
3D3510.076
3G3510.028

KK1(1273) 4 3F3510.022

KK1(1402) 2 3F3510.019

KK0* (1412) 1 1F3510.014

KK2* (1429) 94

5P3510.13
5F3510.025
5H3510.0015

KK* (1414) 1
3D3520.010
3G3520.0083

K* K1(1273) 17

5P3520.083
1F3[0
3F3510.00053
5F3520.0020
5H3520.000018

hf 25
3D3510.085
3G3510.050

h8f 5
3D3520.054
3G3520.010

hh1(1386) 0 3F3[0

G thy5249 MeV
05401
y
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specialize to JP502,01,12,21,32 . . . , for which one
C-partner is exotic. For example, the JP512 kaon spectrum
will have an overpopulation of states relative to JPC

5122 I51 nn̄, due to the presence of both JPC5122

quarkonium and JPC5121 hybrid basis states in the JP

512 kaon mixing problem.
Not only will there be ‘‘too many states’’ in a given kao

JP sector relative to I51 nn̄, we also anticipate irregularitie

between the kaon and I51 nn̄ spectra, due to mass shift
from kaon mixing with JPC-exotic hybrid basis states tha

cannot mix in the I51 nn̄ problem. The anomalously low
mass of theK* (1414) relative to ther(1465) may be an
example of this effect.

The absence of C-parity also implies that the physicaP

kaon states are admixtures of spin-singlet and spin-tripletqq̄
basis states with different C for JP511,22,31 . . . , unlike

their neutral I51 nn̄ partners. TheK1 system is a familiar
example of this mixing; the physicalK1(1273) and
K1(1402) are strongly mixed linear combinations ofu1 1P1&
and u13P1& basis states. The precise mechanism of this m
ing of differentSqq̄ states is an interesting open question
the kaon system. Mixing has been attributed to coupl
through decay channels~originally by Lipkin @89#! as well as

to qq̄ spin nonconservation in the OGE spin-orbit interacti
~becausemsÞmu,d), although this effect does not appe
large enough to explain the observed 1P mixing angle@90#.
The dominant mechanism of singlet-triplet mixing has e
dently not yet been definitively established, and can pres
ably be clarified through additional theoretical studies a
measurements of the corresponding mixing angles in theP,
1D and 1F systems. Experience with theK1 system suggests
that strong decays of the higher-mass states will allow de
mination of these mixing angles; to assist in this exercise
give the mixing-angle dependence of strong partial wid
and decay amplitudes for general mixed states in the de
tables.

The fact that the kaon sector has no valence annihila
may also make it useful for the identification of large mixin

effects between I50 nn̄, ss̄and glueball basis states. A com
parison of the spectra in these different flavor sectors m
show irregularities where valence annihilation is importa
as may be the case in the scalar sector.

In summary, a comparison between the kaon and I51 nn̄
spectra should provide evidence for hybrids through ka
overpopulation, and a comparison with the I50 nn̄ and ss̄

spectra may provide evidence ofqq̄-glueball mixing. Estab-
lishing the spectrum of excited kaon states may thus be
portant for searches for both types of gluonic hadrons
pected in the meson spectrum. A determination of sing
triplet mixing angles in higher-mass kaon states throu
measurements of branching fractions and decay amplitu
is also an interesting experimental exercise, since th
angles have not yet been determined except in the lightK1
sector, and the mechanism that drives this mixing is not
understood.
4-17
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Experimentally there are few plans to study the exci
kaon spectrum with improved statistics. This is unfortun
in view of the importance of the kaon spectrum for studies
overpopulation, mixing and valence annihilation effec
Hadronic reactions such asK6p→(Knp)6p could be ex-
plored with a medium-energy rf-separated kaon beam, a
now under construction at Serpukhov. This would also
possible at JHF, although this is not part of their curre
physics program.~At lower beam energies aK1 beam may
be preferable to the usualK2, to avoid a large background o
s-channel strange baryon resonances.! Other possibilities in-
clude photoproduction ande1e2 facilities, which could
study higher-mass kaon spectra through the sequentia
cays of initialss̄ states, andpp̄ annihilation in flight at GSI
@91#. In pp̄ annihilation one may extract higher-mass ka
resonances for example from partial wave analyses ofpp̄
→K1(Knp).

Finally, the high-statistics studies of heavy-quark phys
andCP violation atD andB factories can contribute to th
study of excited kaon spectroscopy, through the identifica
of resonances in final states with a kaon. The excited ka
already reported in heavy-quark nonleptonic weak decays
the K1(1273), K1(1402), K0(1412) andK* (1717) ~in D
decays, typically at the 1% level! @7#. Unfortunately,D de-
cays are limited by phase space to kaon resonances witM
,1.73 GeV.B decays toKnp final states have ample phas
space but are limited by small branching fractions, for e
ample BB1→K1p1p25(5.661.0)31025 @7#. B decays to
J/c1Knp may be more attractive, since they ha
much larger branching fractions; BB1→J/cK1p1p2

5(1.460.6)31023 and BBo→J/cK1p25(1.260.6)31023

@7#, and the available phase space of 2.18 GeV is adeq
for the study of many of the excited kaons discussed he

B. 1S states

The predicted partial width for the transitionK* →Kp is
somewhat underestimated by the3P0 decay model~see
Table XVIII!, as usual for 13S1→1 1S011 1S0 decays; this
discrepancy was discussed in the section on 1S ss̄decays.

C. 2S states

1. K* (1414), a problematical state

The K* (1414) is an especially interesting state for futu
experimental study, since its properties are clearly in d
agreement with the expectations of the quark model fo
first radial excitation of theK* (894).

TABLE XVIII. 1 S kaons.

K* (894)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps.

pK 21 1P1510.14

G thy521 MeV
Gexpt551(1) MeV
05401
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This state was first reported at CERN in 1976 as a2

enhancement inK̄op1p2 near 1450 MeV@92#. The phase
difference between the 12 pK* andrK waves in this mass
region was observed to be approximately constant, as
quired if both arose from a single resonance. However, th
phases did not show resonant phase motion relative to
clear 21 K2* (1429) pK* andrK amplitudes, which argued
against a resonance interpretation of the 12 enhancement.

A BNL K2p experiment next studied this 12 enhance-
ment in the final stateKSp1p2, again in the reactionK2p

→K̄op1p2n @93#. Depending on the fit assumptions, th
mass and width of the enhancement were found to be
'1450–1500 MeV andG'170–210 MeV. BothpK* and
rK modes were reported,pK* being dominant;BpK* /rK

;5 –7. Possible evidence for resonant phase motion
reported~Fig. 12f of Ref.@93#!, but the statistics were clearl
insufficient for definitive conclusions.

This was followed by a CERN study ofK2p

→K̄op1p2n @94#, which confirmed a large 12 signal in
pK* , and gave a fitted mass and width of M51474
625 MeV andG5257665 MeV. ~See their Table 3; note
that this width is reported by the PDG as 275 MeV@7#.! This
reference concluded that this signal did not seem to be du
a resonance, because therK amplitude did not show the
expected resonant phase motion relative to the strong1

pK* andrK waves.~See Figs. 12c and 13 of Ref.@94#.!
In 1984 the LASS collaboration also reported a study

K2p→K̄op1p2n @95#; they found a largepK* 12 signal
with a mass and width of M514126962 MeV and G
5196618612 MeV, and saw no evidence for this state
rK. The slowly varying relativepK* 12 and 21 phase was
attributed to the presence of both 12 and 21 resonances,
with similar masses and widths. The novel result of this e
periment was the lack of arK K* (1414) signal, and it was
also noted that thepK coupling of theK* (1414) must be
very weak. In 1987 LASS reported another study ofK2p

→K̄op1p2n @96#; the conclusions regarding theK* (1414)
enhancement and the fitted resonance parameters were
similar to their earlier results in Ref.@95#. A 1988 LASS
study ofK2p→K2p1n @97# found that theK* (1414) was
weakly coupled topK, with a branching fraction of only
(6.661.060.8)%. Despite the weak coupling, there w
evidence that the 12 p2K1 phase motion in this mass re
gion was better described by assuming aK* (1414) reso-
nance~Fig. 17 of Ref. @97#!. The weak but resonantpK
coupling of theK* (1414) was also reported by LASS in a
unpublished study ofK2p→K̄op2n @98#.

The K* (1414) seems an obvious candidate for the 23S1
radial excitation of theK* (894), since it is the first strang
12 vector resonance observed above theK* . On closer in-
spection, however, there are problems with this identifi
tion. First, theK* (1414) mass appears too light if we als
accept thev(1419) andr(1465) as 23S1 nn̄ states; a mass
for their strange partner of ca. 1.55 GeV would appear m
plausible. ~For example, Godfrey and Isgur@99# found a
mass of 1.58 GeV for their 23S1 kaon.!
4-18
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A second problem with identifying theK* (1414) with the
2 3S1 kaon is that the reportedpK branching fraction is
rather smaller than the3P0-model prediction. In Tables XIX
and XX we give predictions for the branching fractions a
decay amplitudes of a 23S1 kaon, assuming masses of 141
and 1580 MeV. TheK* (1414) option predicts large an
comparable branching fractions topK, hK, rK andpK* .
Although the total width is consistent with that of th
K* (1414), the LASS@97# pK branching fraction of (6.6
61.060.8)% is well below our predicted 28%.

A third problem with identifying theK* (1414) with a
2 3S1 kaon, probably the most serious, is the reported str
experimental preference for pK* over rK,
BK* (1414)→rK/pK* ,0.17, 95% C.L. @95#. These are

TABLE XIX. 2 S kaons.

K* (1414) K(1460)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps. G i(MeV) Amps.

pK 55 1P1510.12
hK 42 1P1510.20
rK 34 3P1510.13 73 3P0520.18
vK 10 3P1510.13 23 3P0520.17

pK* 55 3P1520.15 101 3P0520.20
hK* 3 3P0520.11

pK1(1273) 0.0 3S1[0
3D1510.00039

G thy5196 MeV G thy5200 MeV
Gexpt5232621 MeV Gexpt52502260 MeV

TABLE XX. 2 S kaons~alt.!.

K* (1580)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps.

pK 61 1P1510.11
hK 60 1P1510.20
h8K 0.5 1P1520.026
rK 90 3P1510.16
vK 29 3P1510.16
fK 8.6 3P1520.13

pK* 99 3P1520.17
hK* 1.1 3P1510.039

pK1(1273) 1.0 3S1[0
3D1510.030

pK1(1402) 0.9 3S1520.054
3D1[0

pK2* (1429) 0.0 5D1520.0018

G thy5352 MeV
05401
g

both 23S1→ 1S013S1 transitions and are within the sam
SU~6! multiplets; theoretically these amplitudes are the sa
function of momenta, and up to phase space correcti
these branching fractions should be identical.~Our predicted
branching fraction ratio ofBK* (1414)→rK/pK* 50.61 in Table
XIX only departs from unity because of phase space diff
ences.! Although there is a node in this radial transition am
plitude, in the 3P0 model it is atupW f u5A15/2b'1.1 GeV,
far from the physical final momenta of'300–400 MeV. It
is difficult to see how the reported branching fraction ra
can be accommodated given a simple 23S1 kaon assignmen
for the K* (1414).

In the tables we also give results for an alternat
K* (1580) 23S1 state; this higher mass resonance should
rather broad~total width '350 MeV), but will again be
dominated by decays topK, hK, rK andpK* , with com-
parable branching fractions.

This disagreement in mass for theK* (1414) as a 23S1
kaon is the clearest discrepancy between theory and ex
ment we find in any of the strange mesons we have con
ered. If this state is indeed a real 12 resonance, the low mas
may be due to the presence of additional hybrid mixi
states, as we noted in the Introduction.~The mixing problem
for kaons is different from the nonstrange sector becaus
C-parity.! Given the different set of hybrid states availab
for mixing in the kaon flavor sector, if the mixing is large w
would not expect the mass or decay properties to be con
tent with the 23S1 nn̄-flavor candidatesv(1419) and
r(1465). A comparison of thepK, pK* andrK branching
fractions of theK* (1414) with thepp and pv branching
fractions of ther(1465), for example, would be a very in
teresting test of whether these states appear to belong to
same SU~3! flavor multiplet. In view of the anomalously low
mass of this state, establishing resonant phase motion
accurately determining its decay branching fractions sho
be a high priority in future experimental studies of the sp
trum of strange mesons.

2. K(1460)

This state was first reported in 1976 at SLAC by Bra
denberget al. @100# in a PWA of K6p1p2 final states pro-
duced inK6p→K6p1p2p at 13 GeV. The fitted mass an
width were M51404612 MeV andG5232616 MeV, and
the dominant coupling was found to be ‘‘eK, ’’ with some
evidence forpK* ~with a poorly understood 02 contribution
near 1.23 GeV! and rK ~which was about 30% as large i
intensity aseK, and peaked at a rather higher mass, ab
1.5 to 1.6 GeV; see their Fig. 2c!.

This discovery was followed by the ACCMOR analysis
about 200 KK2p→K2p1p2p events at 63 GeV@77#. The
K2p1p2 02 amplitude was fitted assuming the same th
modes,eK, pK* andrK. The estimated mass and width o
the 02 resonance wereM;1.46 GeV andG;260 MeV,
with partial widths into each mode ofGeK5117 MeV,
GpK* 5109 MeV andGrK534 MeV. Again it was found
that therK signal peaked at a higher mass thanpK* andeK
~see their Fig. 18!. Daum et al. noted that the ‘‘eK ’’ mode
would also include any contribution from ‘‘pk. ’’ The Par-
4-19
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ticle Data Group@7# has attributedall of this ACCMOR
‘‘ eK ’’ partial width to pK0* (1412), although Daumet al. do
not make this claim.

The mass of this state is consistent with expectations f
21S0 radial excitation of theK, assuming that thep(1300) is
the corresponding pion radial excitation. Similarly, the
ported total width of;250–260 MeV is comparable to th
3P0 model expectation ofG tot'200 MeV ~Table XIX!.

We have not included the broadppK modes ‘‘eK ’’ or
‘‘ pk ’’ in Table XIX because they are closed given our a
sumedf 0(1370) andK0* (1412) masses.~See also Ref.@101#
regarding thek.! We can test whether these modes are
portant by assigning a lower mass to the scalars as a w
effect. If we assume anf 0(700) and aK0* (1100) to model a
broad ‘‘e ’’ and ‘‘ k, ’’ we find very small widths;
GK(1460)→eK50.2 MeV and GK(1460)→pk51.5 MeV. There
is a node close to thef 0(700)K physical point, but the am
plitude is nonetheless intrinsically quite small, as is evid
from the smallpK0* (1100) width. Thus the3P0 model is
inconsistent with the reports of largeeK or pk modes.

The possibility that the ‘‘eK ’’ mode might arise from a
nonresonant Deck effect was rejected by Brandenburget al.,
as clear resonant phase motion was evident in this chann
similar situation is found in the decays of thep(1300); the
3P0 decay model predicts a dominantpr mode@23#, with
p(pp)S only making a small contribution. There actually
a large 02 p(pp)S signal in the 1.2 GeV region, which i
resonant disagrees with the decay model. The VES Colla
ration has argued, however, that thep(pp)S signal may
arise from a Deck effect rather than from thep(1300) reso-
nance@71#.

Daum et al. @77# reported branching fractions ofBpK*
;42%, BrK;13% and BpK* ;45%; this preference fo
pK* over rK is predicted by the3P0 model, but is ex-
pected to be less pronounced. ThevK mode has not been
studied; it would be interesting to study this mode beca
vK is ‘‘cleaner’’ than the modes that have been reported,
the relative strengths of thevK and rK should be close to
the SU~3! flavor factor of 1/3 of these final states which ari
dominantly from theK(1460).

D. 3S states

1. The unobserved K* (1950)

The masses of the 3S states are not yet well established
any of the light flavor sectors. Here we assume the mas
the experimentalK(1830) for our 31S0 state, and with a
spin-spin splitting suggested by ther(1465) andp(1300)
2S candidates we assume a rounded mass of 1950 MeV
the 33S1 kaon.

This state has many open two-body decay modes
shown in Table XXI. The dominant mode is predicted to
rK* , with a strong preference for the5P1 final state. The
vK* mode is also important, suppressed by a flavor facto
1/3 relative torK* . One surprise is that the second mo
after rK* is predicted to bepK* (1414), assuming that thi
problematical state is indeed the 2S kaon. The very weak
pK mode is due to a node in the3P0 decay amplitude tha
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is accidentally quite close to the physical point; this a
suppresseshK andh8K.

The dominance of the 33S1 ss̄ coupling to h8K* over
hK* is the consequence of an interesting interference
tween thenn̄ andss̄components of theh andh8, coupled to
the spin-oneK* . This system has a selection rule opposite
that of the more familiarhK and h8K final states, as ex-
plained in Appendix B. With our parameters we predict
branching ratio ofBh8K* /BhK* 524.

2. K(1830)

The 3P0 model predicts that this state has a total width
only about 200 MeV, and the dominant decay modes
rK* and ~again rather surprisingly! pK* (1414), both with
branching fractions of'20%. A largehK* branching frac-
tion is also predicted.

There is an experimental candidate for this state from
CERN Omega Spectrometer@102#, reported in their partial
wave analysis of thefK final state inK2p→K1K2K2p. A
pseudoscalar amplitude with resonant phase motion was
served at a mass and width of M;1830 MeV and G
;250 MeV, consistent with our theoretical total width. Th
predicted branching fraction to this mode isBfK59%.

E. 1P states

1. K2* (1429)

Given the success of the3P0 model in describing the
strong decays of thef 2(1275) @23# and f 28(1525), one would
expect that the decays of their kaonic partnerK2* (1429)
would also be well described. This is qualitatively the ca
the predicted ordering of partial widthspK.pK* .rK
.vK is in agreement with experiment, and the predict
and observed values are roughly consistent.~See Table
XXII. !

The detailed agreement with experimentalK2* (1429) par-
tial widths ~Table XXIII!, however, does not appear as im
pressive as for itsss̄ partnerf 28(1525) ~Table V!. This is due
to a mismatch between the scales of widths toPsPsandPsV
final states that has not been tested inf 28(1525) decays, since
the partial width for f 28(1525)→KK* has not been mea
sured.

Note that the partial width tohK is very small. This mode
is suppressed by destructive interference between thenn̄ and
ss̄ components of theh, due to the comparable size an
opposite sign of theK2* →(nn̄)K andK2* →(ss̄)K transition
amplitudes. The coupling toh8K in contrast has constructiv
interference and should be large; unfortunately this mode
no phase space inK2* (1429) decays. Observation of bot
these modes is possible in decays of higher-mass exc
kaons, and the dominant mode depends on the angular q
tum numbers of the initial kaon.~See Appendix B.!

2. K0* (1412)

This state is especially interesting due to the controver
status of light scalar mesons in other flavor channels. T
4-20
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TABLE XXI. 3 S kaons.

K* (1950) K(1830)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps. G i(MeV) Amps.

pK 0 1P1520.0036
hK 1 1P1510.017
h8K 0 1P1520.011
rK 8 3P1510.034 21 3P0520.061
vK 3 3P1510.035 7 3P0510.062
fK 12 3P1520.083 18 3P0520.12
pK* 5 3P1520.028 16 3P0520.053
hK* 0 3P1510.015 27 3P0520.13
h8K* 10 3P1520.11

rK* 73

1P1510.027
3P1[0
5P1520.12
5F1[0

45 3P0520.12

vK* 24

1P1510.028
3P1[0
5P1520.12
5F1[0

14 3P0520.12

b1K 10
3S1510.024
3D1510.049

h1K 2
3S1510.033
3D1510.037

a1K 8
3S1510.034
3D1520.035

f 1K 3
3S1510.044
3D1520.028

a2K 4 5D1510.040 0 5D0520.0071
f 2K 3 5D1510.050 0 5D0520.025
p(1300)K 18 1P1510.082
h(1293)K 6 1P1510.083
v(1419)K 2 1P1510.067

h1(1386)K 3
3S1520.069
3D1520.024

f 1
ss̄(1426)K 4

3S1510.11
3D1520.0073

hs(1415)K 2 1P1510.070

pK1(1273) 30
3S1[0
3D1510.085

pK0* (1412) 7 1S0520.059

hK1(1273) 4
3S1[0
3D1510.040

pK1(1402) 3
3S1520.032
3D1[0

pK2* (1429) 11 5D1520.063 6 5D0520.059
pK* (1414) 46 3P1520.12 40 3P0520.14
pK(1460) 20 1P1510.087
pK* (1717) 0 3P1510.0012

pK2(1773) 0
5P1510.0013cD20.0016sD

5F1510.00035cD10.00029sD

pK3* (1776) 0 7F1520.00036

G thy5320 MeV G thy5201 MeV
Gexpt;250 MeV
054014-21
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TABLE XXII. Experimental and theoretical partial widths of the 13P2 tensor kaonK2* (1429).

Mode: G i ~MeV! pK hK rK vK pK* ppK*

K2* (1429) ~expt! 49.161.8 0.1520.10
10.33 8.560.8 2.960.8 24.361.6 13.262.2

K2* (1429) ~thy! 56 0.57 4.4 1.2 12.8
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K0* (1412) has only been observed in thepK mode. The
LASS Collaboration@97# found a mass and width of M
5141266 MeV and G5294623 MeV, and determined a
branching fraction ofBpK50.9360.0460.09 by assuming
that the reactionK2p→p1K2n was dominated by one pio
exchange. This branching fraction is consistent with
3P0 model, which predicts that the other open channel,hK,
has a branching fraction of'5%.

There is also evidence for theK0* (1412) in pp̄ annihila-
tion at rest toKKp in several channels,KLKLpo @103#,
KLK6p7 @104#, K1K2po @105# and KSK6p7 @106#, as
summarized in Table 2 of Ref.@105#. Fits to theK0* reso-
nance parameters@103,104# ~specifically T-matrix poles!
gave a mass and width of M'1.42 to 1.43 GeV andG
'0.28 GeV, very close to the LASS results. It is interesti
that the fittedKK0* (1412) contribution to thepp̄→KKp
Dalitz plots is comparable to theKK* contribution; this sug-
gests thatpp̄ annihilation could be an effective approach f
the production of higher-mass excited kaon states, perha
future annihilation in flight experiments at GSI@91#.

Our predicted totalK0* (1412) width is rather smaller tha
is observed,G thy'120 MeV versus the LASS resultGexpt
5294623 MeV @97#. The amplitude for 13P0→1 1S0
11 1S0, however, varies rapidly with wave function param
eter b and has a node nearb50.3 GeV, so this disagree
ment is rather sensitive to parameters. We also note tha
OGE decay amplitude was found to be especially large
this channel@8#. Since the3P0-model decay amplitude ma
not be dominant in the decays of light scalar mesons, a c
parison to experiment may not be justified in this case.

It is also notable that theK0* (1412) was observed in
charmed meson nonleptonic decays by E691@107# and E687
05401
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@108#, with a relatively large branching fraction. The PD
@7# reportsBD1→K

0* (1412)p15(3.760.4)%, compared for ex-

ample to a total K2p1p1 branching fraction of
BD1→K2p1p15(9.160.6)%, most of which is nonresonan
In Do→K2p1po a recent CLEO study found that the larg
est kaon isobar contribution above theK* was due to the
K0* (1412) @101# ~see their Table VIII!. Of all the excited
kaon states above theK* only the low-spin statesK0* (1412),
K1(1273), K1(1402) and theK* (1717) have been reporte
in D and B decays; presumably the restriction of the fin
state to total J50 suppresses higher-Lqq̄ strange states.

3. K1(1273)ÕK1(1402)

The axial kaonsK1(1273) andK1(1402) are among the
most interesting states in the kaon spectrum. Unlike theirnn̄

and ss̄ flavor partners, the kaons do not have diago
C-parity, so the spin-singlet n1P1 and spin-triplet n3P1 basis
states mix. This leads to a nontrivial mixing angleu for each
n,L kaon multiplet, which for 1P we define by

uK1~1273!&51cos~u!u1 1P1&1sin~u!u13P1& ~10!

and

uK1~1402!&52sin~u!u1 1P1&1cos~u!u13P1&. ~11!

Although an apparently equivalent mixing angle formula
quoted by Blundell and Godfrey@Eq. ~10! of Ref. @18##, our
angles are actually opposite in sign because their defini
assumes a heavy quark~hencesn̄5K̄1, antikaons!, whereas
we assume this mixing matrix for kaons (ns̄5K1). This im-
plies opposite signs foru in the two conventions because th
TABLE XXIII. 1 3PJ kaons.

K2* (1429) K0* (1412)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps. G i(MeV) Amps.

pK 56 1D2510.12 113 1S0510.17

hK 1 1D2520.023 6 1S0520.075

rK 4 3D2510.045

vK 1 3D2510.042

pK* 13 3P1520.073

pK1(1273) 0
3P2510.0093
3F2510.000067

0 3P0510.012

G thy575 MeV G thy5119 MeV
Gexpt59963 MeV Gexpt5294623 MeV
4-22
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STRONG DECAYS OF STRANGE QUARKONIA PHYSICAL REVIEW D68, 054014 ~2003!
charge conjugation operatorC gives opposite phases whe
applied tou1P1& and u3P1& basis states.

In Tables XXIV and XXV we give results for decay am
plitudes and widths of the twoK1 states as functions ofc
5cos(u) and s5sin(u). Clearly the decay amplitudes an
branching fractions depend strongly on this mixing ang
Since the3P0 model is known to give reasonably accura
results for the decay amplitudes of nominally pure3P1 and
1P1 states~specificallya1→rp andb1→vp, both of which
have nontrivialD/S amplitude ratios!, we can apply the3P0
model to the determination of this mixing angle with som
confidence.

There is no theoretical consensus regarding the origin
the mixing angleu. One speculation, originally due to Lip
kin @89#, is that it might be determined by the coupling of th
two uK1& states through their decay channels. With su
ciently strong decay couplings the physical resonances
be driven into near ‘‘mode eigenstates,’’ which would e
plain the separation into ‘‘rK ’’ and ‘‘ pK* ’’ resonances. Un-
der certain simplifying assumptions this picture suggest
singlet-triplet mixing angle ofu'45°, essentially the value
required by experiment~see Fig. 4!. Presumably the deca
mixing model can be elaborated and applied to the 1D K2
and 2P K1 systems as well, and can be tested when qua
tative information becomes available on the strong decay
these states.

TABLE XXIV. 1 2S11P1 kaons, general mixing.

K1(1273)5cu1 1P1&1su13P1&

Mode G i(MeV) Amps.

rK 21.8c2161.6sc143.6s2 3S1520.242c20.342s
3D1520.00202c10.00143s

pK* 59.6c22158.7sc1115.7s2 3S120.204c10.288s
3D1520.0411c20.290s

G thy581c2297sc1159s2 MeV
Gexpt590620 MeV

TABLE XXV. 1 2S11P1 kaons, general mixing.

K1(1402)52su1 1P1&1cu13P1&

Mode G i(MeV) Amps.

rK 160.0c22219.9sc182.3s2 3S1520.290c10.205s
3D1510.0282c10.0399s

vK 52.3c2272.3sc126.8s2 3S1520.294c10.208s
3D1510.0259c10.0366s

pK* 141.1c21176.2sc178.8s2 3S1510.247c10.175s
3D1520.0498c10.0704s

G thy5353c22116sc1188s2 MeV
Gexpt5174613 MeV
05401
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Alternatively, it has been noted that the spin-orbit intera
tion also drives singlet-triplet mixing given unequ
quark and antiquark masses, and in the HQET lim
mQ /mq→` one finds ‘‘magic mixing angles’’
of u5tan21(1/A2)'135.3° and u52tan21(A2)'
254.7°. The first value is not far from theu suggested by
K1 data~Fig. 4!. This approximate agreement may be spu
ous, however, as a mixing angle ofu515° is found in the
K1 system with realistic quark masses@90#, which is far from
both the HQET value and experiment.

Experimentally, the pattern of decay branching fractio
of theK1(1273) andK1(1402) is striking.~See Tables XXVI
and XXVII.! Of the three nominally rather similarPsV
modesrK, vK and pK* , the K1(1273) shows a strong
preference forrK, BK1(1273)→pK* /rK50.2660.06, whereas

the K1(1402) decays almost exclusively topK* ,
BK1(1402)→rK/pK* 50.0360.03@7#. Comparison with the the-

oretical 3P0 model branching fraction ratios in Fig. 4 show
that this can be satisfied by aK1 singlet-triplet mixing angle
of u'145°.

The D/S ratios for theK1 states also depend strongly o
the singlet-triplet mixing angle. The theoretical3P0-model
uD/Su2 width ratios for K1(1273)→pK* and K1(1402)
→pK* are shown in Fig. 4; these are singular at the t

-90 -45 0 45 90
θ [deg.]

0.00
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K

1
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K
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ρ π

π

π

K
1
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*

K /   K
*

ρ
K

1
(1273) -> 

(D/S)
2

K
1
(1402) ->    K

*π

(D/S)
2

FIG. 4. Mixing angle dependence of someK1 decay ratios. Re-
gions within 61s of experiment are indicated by thick lines, an
the HQET pointsu'135.3° andu'254.7° are shown as dark
verticals.

TABLE XXVI. Experimental and theoretical partial widths o
the axial kaonsK1(1273) andK1(1402). The theoretical number
assume an HQET mixing angleu5tan21(1/A2)'135.3°.

Mode: G i

~MeV! rK vK f 0(1370)K pK* pK0* (1412)

K1(1273)
~expt!

38610 1063 362 1466 2567

K1(1273)
~thy!

58 3

K1(1402)
~expt!

565 262 363 164616 not seen

K1(1402)
~thy!

30 10 203
4-23
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TABLE XXVII. 1 2S11P1 kaons, HQET magic mixing.

K1(1273) K1(1402)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps. G i(MeV) Amps.

rK 58 3S1520.39
3D1520.00083

30 3S1520.12
3D1510.046

vK 10 3S1520.12
3D1510.042

pK* 3

3S1[0
3D1520.050 203

3S1510.30
3D1[0

G thy562 MeV G thy5244 MeV
Gexpt590620 MeV Gexpt5174613 MeV
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HQET points. The experimentaluD/Su2 ratios of 1.060.7 for
the K1(1273) and 0.0460.01 for theK1(1402) @7# are also
indicated, and the data show a strong preference foru5
135° over255°. A more accurate measurement of theD/S
ratio in K1(1273)→pK* and a measurement of the sign
D/S in K1(1402)→pK* would be very useful for constrain
ing the singlet-triplet mixing angle.

F. 2P states

Recent experimental work, especially from the VE
E852 and Crystal Barrel Collaborations, has established
eral likely members of the 2P nn̄ multiplet, specifically the
a2(1726) @109# ~also notable as the first radial excitatio
reported ingg, by L3 at LEP@110#!, a1(1700) @71,72,111#
and h1(1594) @112#. Comparison with their 1P analogues
suggests that the 2P-1P separation is'450 MeV. Presum-
ably the splittings in the kaon system are similar, so we
pect the 2P kaon multiplet at about 1850 MeV for unmix
2 3PJ states and about 1800 MeV for the mean 23P1-21P1
mass.

1. The unobserved K2* (1850)

We predict in Table XXVIII that the 2P tensor state
K2* (1850) is rather broad,G tot'370 MeV, with no strong
preference for any one decay mode. The four largest bra
ing fractions are predicted to be torK* , pK* , rK andpK,
each in the 10–20 % range. Interference between theunn̄&
anduss̄& components of theh andh8 leads to the prediction
that Bh8K@BhK ~see Appendix B!. Note that there is an in
verted rule for the coupling of the 23P2 ss̄ to hK* relative
to h8K* , so we also predict an importanthK* mode. The
theoretically suppressed modeh8K* is unfortunately not
easily accessible inK2* (1850) decays due to the lack o
phase space. The predictions thatBh8K and BhK* are each
'5%, but that the branching fraction to the lower-ma
modehK is much weaker, may serve as useful signatures
this state.

2. The unobserved K0* (1850)

The 23P0 scalarK0* (1850) is predicted to have a tota
width of G tot'450 MeV, comparable to the 23P2 tensor.
05401
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Although the decays of the scalar typically have smaller c
trifical barriers, many of the tensor decay models are forb
den to the scalar. These compensating effects lead to com
rable total widths.

The important decays are again distributed over sev
modes, but in this case decays to radially and orbitally
cited states are expected to dominate. The largest mod
predicted to bepK1(1273) ~about 30%), with ca. 10%
branching fractions torK* , b1K andp(1300)K. The rela-
tive strength intopK1(1273) versuspK1(1402) is strongly
dependent on the 1P mixing angle u, here assigned the
HQET value. The VV modesrK* andvK* are predicted to
have similar1S0 and 5D0 amplitudes. None of the resultin
K1np final states is especially attractive experimentally,
though b1K→pvK might be interesting as a flux-tub
model decay mode expected to show strange hybrids.
K0* (1850) may be observable in its relatively weakh8K
decay, which is also expected to show evidence of
K2* (1850) partner. A much weakerhK mode is expected
due to destructive interference in theh flavor state~Appen-
dix B!.

TheK0* (1945) reported by LASS@97# in Kp at a mass of
1945610620 MeV ~actually this is an average of tw
LASS solutions, see their Table 3! is a possible experimenta
candidate for the 23P0 state. A recent reanalysis of the da
found the K-matrix pole at 1885280

150 MeV, consistent with the
LASS analysis, but the physically more relevant T-mat
pole was found at a mass of 1820640 MeV, with a width of
2506100 MeV @113#. These parameters are consistent w
our expectations for a 23P0 state. The strength of thepK
coupling reported by LASS is, however, much larger th
our expectations for the 23P0 quark model state; experimen
tally BK

0* (1945)→pK5(5268612)% ~again an average o

two solutions!, whereas the3P0 model predicts a much
smallerBpK56% for the 23P0 kaon.

3. 23P1-2
1P1 K1(1800) states

Motivated by the well-known 11P1-13P1 mixing in the
lighter 1P K1 states, we quote decay amplitudes and par
4-24
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TABLE XXVIII. 2 3PJ kaons.

K2* (1850) K0* (1850)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps. G i(MeV) Amps.

pK 44 1D2510.077 29 1S0520.062

hK 1 1D2520.023 0 1S0510.011

h8K 15 1D2510.10 11 1S0510.083

rK 44 3D2510.087

vK 14 3D2510.086

fK 12 3D2510.091

pK* 47 3D2520.090

hK* 26 3D2520.13

rK* 78

5S2520.14
1D2510.021
3D2[0
5D2520.056
5G2[0

48
1S0510.068
5D0520.095

vK* 27

5S2520.14
1D2510.020
3D2[0
5D2520.054
5G2[0

15
1S0510.071
5D0520.091

b1K 8
3P2510.058
3F2510.0071

49 3P0510.15

h1K 4
3P2510.065
3F2510.013

26 3P0510.16

a1K 3
3P2510.037
3F2520.0050

23 3P0520.10

f 1K 1
3P2510.031
3F2520.0022

4 3P0520.080

a2K 3
5P2510.047
5F2510.0011

f 2K 3
5P2510.066
5F2510.0036

p(1300)K 0 1D2510.013 48 1S0510.18

h(1293)K 0 1D2510.015 16 1S0510.18

pK1(1273) 6
3P2510.033
3F2510.029

149 3P0510.22

hK1(1273) 1
3P2510.050
3F2510.0012

4 3P0510.11

pK1(1402) 11
3P2520.071
3F2[0

0 3P0520.0031

pK2* (1429) 15
5P2520.086
5F2520.011

pK* (1414) 5 3D2520.049

pK(1460) 2 1D2510.033 33 1S0510.14

G thy5370 MeV G thy5455 MeV
054014-25
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TABLE XXIX. 2 2S11P1 kaons, general mixing~two states!.

K1
a(1800)5cu21P1&1su23P1&

Mode G i(MeV) Amps.

rK 40.8c2256.4sc120.9s2
3S1520.00776c20.0110s
3D1520.0874c10.0618s

vK 13.2c2218.1sc16.8s2
3S1520.00941c20.0133s
3D1520.0865c10.0612s

fK 15.4c226.6sc117.8s2
3S1510.0736c20.104s
3D1510.0841c10.0595s

pK* 45.2c2163.9sc122.6s2
3S1510.00121c20.00171s
3D1520.0919c20.0650s

hK* 0.8c222.8sc121.1s2
3S1510.0102c10.0839s
3D1510.0209c20.0860s

rK* 47.9c2111.4s2

3S1520.118c
3D1520.0513c
5D1520.0628s

vK* 16.0c213.1s2

3S1520.123c
3D1520.0475c
5D1520.0582s

b1K 5.4s2 3P1520.0568s

h1K 4.1s2 3P1520.0721s

a1K 1.3c226.2sc17.0s2 3P1520.0284c10.0647s

f 1K 0.1c220.4sc10.4s2 3P1520.0162c10.0378s

f 2K 1.4c212.6sc11.2s2
5P1520.0648c20.0603s
5F1520.00104c10.000733s

pK1(1273) 1.8c2117.2sc142.3s2 3P1520.0251c20.123s

pK1(1402) 1.7c212.6sc11.0s2 3P1520.0305c20.0240s

pK0* (1412) 3.5c214.6sc11.5s2 1P1520.0450c20.0299s

pK2* (1429) 23.8c2243.6sc120.4s2
5P1520.122c10.113s
5F1520.00941c20.00665s

pK* (1414) 14.1c2227.2sc123.7s2
3S1520.0806c10.114s
3D1520.0416c20.0294s

G thy5227c2270sc1212s2 MeV
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widths for 2P K1(1800) states as functions of a simil
singlet-triplet mixing angleu. Our definition of the 2P mix-
ing angle is

uK1
a~1800!&51cos~u!u21P1&1sin~u!u23P1& ~12!

and

uK1
b~1800!&52sin~u!u21P1&1cos~u!u23P1&, ~13!

as was assumed for 1P states.
It is evident from Table XXIX that searches for the

resonances might most usefully concentrate on the mo
rK and pK* . These branching fractions are intrinsical
large, and as their cos(u)sin(u) cross terms have opposit
05401
es

signs, a state that is accidentally suppressed in one m
should be clearly evident in the other. The somewhat wea
vK andfK modes are rather cleaner to reconstruct, and w
be useful as independent checks of the observation of th
states. ThevK partial width is related torK by a trivial
isospin factor of 1/3~with minor phase space differences!.
The fK mode is experimentally attractive because t
cos(u)sin(u) cross term in this branching fraction is relative
weak, so we expect both states to be evident infK, inde-
pendent of the mixing angle. This might explain the PD
report of a ‘‘K1(1650)’’ state infK at inconsistent masses o
1650650 MeV and;1840 MeV.

The VV modesrK* andvK* are interesting because th
three subamplitudes3S1 , 3D1 and 5D1 are comparable and
4-26
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TABLE XXX. Experimental and theoretical partial widths of theK3* (1776) 13D3 kaon candidate.

Mode: G i ~MeV! pK hK h8K rK vK pK* rK* vK* pK2*

K3* (1776) ~expt! 3064 48621 49616 3269 ,25
K3* (1776) ~expt! 1566 @114#
K3* (1776) ~thy! 40 19 0.05 10 3.2 14 42 12 1.1
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are individually proportional to cos(u) or sin(u), and thus
may be useful in determining this mixing angle. The mo
pK1(1273) may also be useful for establishing the 2P angle,
since it couples strongly to the spin-triplet component in
initial state.

Experimental candidates for these 2P axial-vector states
exist, but are rather poorly established. The PD
‘‘ K1(1650)’’ entry summarizes three experimental reports
states at masses of 1650650 MeV, ;1800 MeV and
;1840 MeV, and only the lowest is inconsistent with o
assumed 2P mass. In view of the known experimental spl
ting of ca. 130 MeV between the two 1P K1 states, these
‘‘ K1(1650)’’ reports may well represent observations of t
two JP511 2P states.

G. 1D states

1. K3* (1776)

In view of the reasonably successful3P0-model descrip-
tion of f3(1854) decays, one expects a similarly good d
scription of the decays of its kaonic partnerK3* (1776). The
relatively small total width of theK3* (1776) is indeed repro
duced by the model; experimentally it isG tot5159
621 MeV, compared to a theoreticalG tot5148 MeV.

The PDG reports experimental branching fractions for
K3* (1776), based largely on constrained fits to LASS da
The resulting partial widths are shown in Table XXX, t
gether with our predictions. Although discrepancies betw
theory and experiment appear possible, they are not e
cially significant at present accuracy. It is notable that
mode with the largest theoretical branching fraction,rK* ,
has not been incorporated in the PDG fit. Neglect of t
mode will lead to overestimated partial widths for the r
maining modes, as the branching fractions are assume
sum to unity.

In addition to the nine modes given in the summary tab
there are several other numerically unimportant ones tha
listed in Table XXXI.

The hK/h8K selection rule~see Appendix B! is clearly
evident theoretically; constructive interference betweennn̄

and ss̄ components of theh in this odd-L hK state makes
hK an important mode, whereasK3* →h8K suffers destruc-
tive interference and hence is strongly suppressed.~Compare
this to the even-L decay modeK2* (1429)→hK in Table
XXII. ! The PDG quotes their fitted branching fraction
BK

3* (1776)→hK5(30613)%, which combined with their tota

width gives thehK partial width of 48621 MeV in our
Table XXX. This width is consistent with thehK selection
rule, albeit with large errors. We note, however, that there
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a better determinedK3* (1776) branching fraction ratio pub
lished elsewhere by LASS@114#, which is BhK /BpK50.50
60.18. This gives a partial width ofGK

3* (1776)→hK515

66 MeV, which is also quoted in Table XXX. Finally, ther
is an unpublished LASS result ofBhK /BpK50.4160.053
@98#, which agrees quite well with our theoretical ratio
0.48.

2. K* (1717)

The PDG considers onlypK, rK and pK* modes for
this ‘‘K* (1680)’’ state, and previous experimental studi
indicate comparable branching fractions to each. Since
pK branching fraction was determined by LASS@97# to be
0.38860.01460.022, these three modes would appear to
count for most of the decays of this state.

Our decay calculations suggest that this is not correct;
find large couplings to 0211 modes in Table XXXII, and the
largest branching fraction is predicted to be topK1(1273),
with BpK1(1273)'40%. ThepK1(1402) mode in contrast is
predicted to be weak, but this result is strongly dependen
the K1 mixing angle u, here assumed to be equal to th
HQET value'35.3°. If accurately measured, these branc
ing fractions might strongly constrainu. Unfortunately, the
pK1 modes of theK* (1717) have not been studied expe
mentally.

This prediction of the3P0 model is familiar in the context
of the 13D1 candidater(1700), which is predicted to hav
very large couplings topa1 and ph1 @23#. Since this large
1 3D1→0211 coupling has not been confirmed experime
tally in any flavor sector, the predicted dominance
pK1(1273) found here should be considered an interes
future test of the3P0 decay model.

A largehK branching fraction and a suppressedh8K one
are predicted, as expected for an odd-L final state~Appendix
B!. The more important or interestingK* (1717) decay
modes ~larger than 2% branching fraction, and the su
pressedh8K mode! are shown in the summary table. For th
three reported modes we predict the orderingpK.rK
'pK* , consistent with experiment.

We note in passing that theK* (1717) has been reporte
in D-meson nonleptonic weak decays,BD1→K* o(1717)p1

5(1.4560.31)% in theK2p1 mode @7#, so this approach
might allow observation of the interesting modeshK ~com-
parable topK) andh8K in the future~see Appendix B!.

3. K2(1773) and K2(1816)

The K2 sector is especially interesting because it allo
tests of models of mixing between spin-singlet and sp
triplet states, as is seen in theK1 system. If this is a short-
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TABLE XXXI. 1 3DJ kaons.

K3* (1776) K* (1717)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps. G i(MeV) Amps.

pK 40 1F3510.077 45 1P1510.085

hK 19 1F3510.098 53 1P1510.17

h8K 0 1F3520.0062 1 1P1520.030

rK 10 3F3510.045 26 3P1520.075

vK 3 3F3510.043 8 3P1520.075

fK 1 3F3520.026 9 3P1510.095

pK* 14 3F3520.052 25 3P1510.074

hK* 0 3F3510.0079 1 3P1520.021

rK* 42

5P3520.13
1F3510.0033
3F3[0
5F3520.0072
5H3[0

2

1P1510.035
3P1[0
5P1520.016
5F1520.0044

vK* 12

5P3520.12
1F3510.0028
3F3[0
5F3520.0062
5H3[0

1

1P1510.031
3P1[0
5P1520.014
5F1520.0030

b1K 0
3D3510.0092
3G3510.00012

h1K 0
3D3510.020
3G3510.00057

33
3S1510.27
3D1510.0040

a1K 0
3D3510.0043
3G3520.000082

f 2K 0
5D3510.0012
5G3511.131026

pK1(1273) 1
3D3510.022
3G3510.0030

145
3S1510.26
3D1510.028

pK1(1402) 1
3D3520.022
3G3[0

0
3S1[0
3D1510.0085

pK2* (1429) 1
5D3520.027
5G3520.00053

0 5D1510.012

pK* (1414) 0 3F3520.0049 0 3P1510.0043

pK(1460) 0 1F3510.0027 0 1P1510.0061

G thy5145 MeV G thy5348 MeV
Gexpt5159621 MeV Gexpt53226110 MeV
in

-

n
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a
distance effect we might expect to find much stronger mix
in the P-waveK1 system than in theD-waveK2 states. The
smaller mass splitting in theK2 sector suggests that the mix
ing angleu may well be smaller here.

Since theK2 states are 400–500 MeV higher in mass, o
can measure their couplings to many decay modes tha
inaccessible to the 1P K1 states. This will allow many
05401
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checks of the3P0 decay model, since if it is accurate
single value of the mixing angleu should correlate a large
number of decays. In Tables XXXIII and XXXIV we give
results for the decay amplitudes and partial widths of theK2
states with general mixing angles,

uK2~1773!&51cos~u!u1 1D2&1sin~u!u13D2& ~14!
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TABLE XXXII. Important theoretical partial widths of a3D1 K* (1717) kaon.

Mode: G i ~MeV! pK hK h8K rK vK fK pK* h1K pK1(1273)

K* (1717) ~thy! 45 53 1.0 26 8.5 8.6 25 33 145
so

in-
and

uK2~1816!&52sin~u!u1 1D2&1cos~u!u13D2&. ~15!

One can see in the decay tables that manyK2 partial
widths are strongly dependent on the mixing angleu. The
05401
relatively clean modesvK andfK are especially interesting
because their sin(u)cos(u) cross terms have opposite signs,
the ratio BK2→fK/vK depends strongly on theK2 mixing

angle. The odd-L hK* mode is stronglyu-dependent as
well, and is predicted to couple dominantly to the sp
singlet 1D2 component of the initialK2 state~Appendix B,
TABLE XXXIII. 1 2S11DJ kaons, general mixing.

K2(1773)5cu1 1D2&1su13D2&

Mode G i(MeV) Amps.

rK 43.8c2164.7sc157.0s2
3P2520.0812c20.0995s
3F2520.0454c10.0371s

vK 14.3c2121.8sc118.7s2
3P2520.0815c20.0998s
3F2520.0441c10.0360s

fK 14.8c2233.2sc121.6s2
3P2520.111c10.136s
3F2520.0261c20.0213s

pK* 46.5c2254.8sc157.7s2
3P2520.0792c10.0969s
3F2520.0532c20.0434s

hK* 29.7c2110.4sc11.2s2
3P2520.140c20.0293s
3F2520.0465c10.00651s

rK* 20.3c2110.3s2

3P2520.0890c
5P2520.0629s
3F2520.00918c
5F2520.0106s

vK* 5.9c213.0s2

3P2520.0853c
5P2520.0603s
3F2520.00780c
5F2520.00900s

b1K 0.1s2 3D2520.00878s
h1K 0.3s2 3D2520.0198s
a1K 0.1c220.1sc10.1s2 3D2520.00760c10.00709s

f 2K 4.5c2110.9sc16.7s2

5S2520.229c20.281s
5D2520.000477c20.000117s
5G2522.1831027c11.7831027s

pK1(1273) 1.1c215.3sc16.6s2 3D2520.0204c20.0508s
pK1(1402) 0.4c210.1sc 3D2520.0168c20.00138s
pK0* (1412) 0.1c210.4sc10.4s2 1D2520.00783c20.0159s

pK2* (1429) 51.1c22123.3sc175.3s2

5S2520.190c10.233s
5D2520.0254c10.00603s
5G2520.000668c20.000545s

pK* (1414) 0.1c210.1s2
3P2520.00428c10.00524s
3F2520.00484c20.00396s

G thy5233c2298sc1259s2 MeV
Gexpt5186614 MeV
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TABLE XXXIV. 1 2S11DJ kaons, general mixing.

K2(1816)52su1 1D2&1cu13D2&

Mode G i(MeV) Amps.

rK 61.5c2261.2sc149.0s2
3P2520.0976c10.0797s
3F2510.0420c10.0514s

vK 20.3c2220.8sc116.0s2
3P2520.0981c10.0801s
3F2510.0409c10.0501s

fK 26.1c2138.8sc118.2s2
3P2510.140c10.114s
3F2520.0270c10.0331s

pK* 61.7c2148.7sc151.8s2
3P2510.0945c10.0771s
3F2520.0482c10.0590s

hK* 1.4c2211.2sc134.6s2
3P2520.0296c10.141s
3F2510.00784c10.0560s

rK* 16.4c2131.7s2

3P2510.100s
5P2520.0708c
3F2510.0151s
5F2520.0174c

vK* 5.0c219.6s2

3P2510.0976s
5P2520.0690c
3F2510.0135s
5F2520.0156c

h1K 0.7c2 3D2520.0278c
b1K 0.5c2 3D2520.0169c
a1K 0.3c210.7sc10.4s2 3D2510.0134c10.0146s
f 1K 0.0 3D2510.00582c10.00621s

a2K 20.4c2233.3sc113.6s2

5S2520.281c10.229s
5D2520.000118c10.000481s
5G2511.8131027c12.2231027s

f 2K 29.1c2247.5sc119.4s2

5S2520.261c10.213s
5D2520.00260c10.0107s
5G2510.0000928c10.000114s

pK1(1273) 9.9c228.0sc11.6s2 3D2520.0582c10.0235s
pK1(1402) 20.1sc10.8s2 3D2520.00142c10.0208s
pK0* (1412) 0.7c220.7sc10.2s2 1D2520.0199c10.00954s

pK2* (1429) 82.9c21136.1sc157.0s2

5S2510.219c10.197s
5D2510.00757c10.0321s
5G2520.000895c10.00110s

pK* (1414) 0.1c220.1sc10.1s2
3P2510.00410c10.00334s
3F2520.00557c10.00682s

G thy5337c2141sc1304s2 MeV
Gexpt5276635 MeV
l
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Table XXXIX!. The VV modesrK* andvK* are interest-
ing because there is no sin(u)cos(u) cross term in the partia
widths; the individual subamplitudes are proportional
sin(u) or cos(u) only. A determination of the relative3P2 and
5P2 VV amplitudes would be an excellent independe
check ofu, although these modes may be too weak to all
05401
t

this measurement. ThepK2* (1429) mode is also interestin
because it could be weak or dominant, depending on
value ofu.

Unfortunately the experimental data on theK2 states is
not yet sufficiently quantitative to be compared usefully
our decay predictions. The PDG claims thatpK2* (1429) is
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STRONG DECAYS OF STRANGE QUARKONIA PHYSICAL REVIEW D68, 054014 ~2003!
the dominantK2(1773) decay mode, but the individual e
periments are not all in agreement about this. ThepK* ,
f 2(1275)K, rK and vK modes of theK2(1773) are all
‘‘seen,’’ which is at least encouraging for our proposed futu
determination ofu from BK2(1773)→fK/vK .

The K2(1816) data is even less constraining, with on
two experimental references. The modespK2* (1429),pK* ,
f 2(1275)K andvK are again ‘‘seen’’ in the PDG summary
Daum et al. @77# actually report a strong preference f
pK2* (1429), BK2(1816)→pK

2* /ppK;0.77. In comparison they

quote BK2(1816)→ f 2(1275)K/ppK;0.18 andBK2(1816)→pK* /ppK

;0.05. This largepK2* /pK* ratio is not consistent with the
3P0-model prediction that these two modes have compara
strengths.

The LASS observation@115# of bothP- andF-wave con-
tributions to the transitionK2(1773)→vK ~Table 2 of Ref.
@115#! is quite interesting, as we find that theF/P amplitude
ratios for bothK2→vK transitions vary rapidly with the
singlet-triplet mixing angleu. Although the LASS results are
not very statistically significant~the F-waves are'1s and
2s from zero!, they do show thatF/P is quite small in
K2(1816)→vK. This argues in favor of a sizable and neg
tive K2 mixing angle; a vanishingK2(1816)→vK F-wave
requiresu252tan21(A2/3)'239°.

H. 1F states

1. K4* (2045)

The K4* (2045) is the single well-established member
the 1F kaon multiplet. It is assumed to be the flavor partn
of the nn̄ states f 4(2025) anda4(2011) and perhaps th
LASS ss̄ candidatef 4(2209). The reported mass is muc
closer to thenn̄ states than thess̄ candidate, which is sur
prising, and is reminiscent of theK* (1410).

The PDG total width of 198630 MeV is somewhat large
than our theoretical expectation ofG tot'100 MeV in Table
XXXV. The 3P0 model predicts that only a few low-lying
two-body modes of theK4* (2045) have branching fraction
larger than a few percent. This weakness of higher-m
modes is typical of a high-L, high-J state, since the angula
threshold barriers for decays combined with smaller ph
space leads to smaller branching fractions.

The largest modes are predicted to berK* andpK, with
branching fractions of'30% and'20%, respectively. The
predicted partial widthGpK521 MeV is consistent with the
reported LASSpK branching fraction of (9.961.2)% @97#,
given their total width of about 200 MeV. We note, howev
that this agreement is rather fortuitous, since this is aG-wave
final state and as such has very strongupW f u9 threshold behav-
ior. Only three other modes are predicted to be larger t
5%, these beingvK* , rK andpK* . ThefK* mode, with
a reported branching fraction of (1.460.7)%, can be used to
test the assumed flavor independence of thenn̄ andss̄ pair
production amplitudes in the novel VV channel. Our pr
dicted branching fraction of 2.7% is consistent with expe
ment at the current limited accuracy. A comparison of
05401
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fK* mode withrK* or vK* would constitute an interest
ing direct test of the assumed flavor~quark mass! indepen-

dence of the qq̄ pair-production amplitude in the
3P0 model, sincefK* requiresss̄ pair production whereas

rK* andvK* requirenn̄.
It is interesting that the reported PDG branching fractio

only account for about half of theK4* (2045) decays. The3P0

model does not anticipate any additional modes with su
cient strength to explain this discrepancy.

2. K2* (2050)

We assume a mass of 2050 MeV for the 13F2 kaon,
which is a roundedK4* (2045) mass. Since this is a high
mass state with lowJ, we find that many two-body fina
states are predicted to have significant couplings. Ax
vector plus pseudoscalar modes are among the most im
tant; pK1(1273), b1K, a1K andhK1(1273) ~in decreasing
order of branching fraction! are all predicted to be in the
'10–30 % range. TheS-wave modepK2(1773) is also pre-
dicted to have a large ('20%) branching fraction, although
this is strongly dependent on the 2P singlet-triplet mixing
angle; we have assumed HQET values for the twoK2 states,
analogous to theK1(1273) andK1(1402), and if this is in-
accurate there may be a largepK2(1816) mode.

The ‘‘standard’’ light modes such aspK are predicted to
couple rather weakly to this state.pK, rK and pK* have
predicted branching fractions of only about 5%. One attr
tive approach to identifying this state would be to observe
in h8K ~also a ca. 5% branch!, but not in hK, which is a
signature for decays to these even-L final states~Appendix
B!.

Should this state be identified, there is an interesting3P0
decay model prediction that the light VV modesrK* , vK*
andfK* will couple quite weakly, since they are predicte
to have zero coupling inS-wave. We mighta priori have
expected theS-wave to be the largest VV amplitude.

There is a possible LASS candidate for this state
197368625 MeV @96#, reported inrK and pK* , with a
total width of G tot5373633660 MeV and a relative
branching fraction ofBK

2* (1973)→rK/pK* 51.4960.2460.09.

These results are consistent with our expectations for a 13F2
kaon.

3. The unobserved K3(2050) states

The two JP531 1F states will provide an independen
test of models of the mixing between spin-singlet and sp
triplet kaon states, such as is observed in theP
K1(1273)-K1(1402) system. We can expect the predictedF
mixing angle to depend rather strongly on the assum
mechanism. If it is a short distance effect it should be mu
smaller in theL53 K3 states than in 1P, whereas if it is
simply a mixing angle chosen by heavy-quark symmetry,
1F K3 and 1P K1 values should be similar. Since theK3
states have much higher masses, there are many more d
modes that can be used to determine this mixing angle.
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TABLE XXXV. 1 3FJ kaons.

K4* (2045) K2* (2050)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps. G i(MeV) Amps.

pK 21 1G4510.048 20 1D2510.046

hK 0 1G4520.011 1 1D2520.015

h8K 2 1G4510.029 15 1D2510.083

rK 7 3G4510.030 13 3D2520.042

vK 2 3G4510.029 4 3D2520.041

fK 1 3G4510.022 6 3D2520.054

pK* 8 3G4520.033 13 3D2510.042

hK* 3 3G4520.035 11 3D2510.068

h8K* 0 3G4510.00096 0 3D2520.0066

rK* 29

5D4520.070
1G4510.0055
3G4[0
5G4520.011
5I 4[0

8

5S2[0
1D2510.024
3D2[0
5D2520.018
5G2520.022

vK* 9

5D4520.069
1G4510.0052
3G4[0
5G4520.010
5I 4[0

3

5S2[0
1D2510.024
3D2[0
5D2520.018
5G2520.021

fK* 3

5D4510.048
1G4520.0012
3G4[0
5G4510.0024
5I 4[0

1

5S2[0
1D2520.017
3D2[0
5D2510.013
5G2510.0050

b1K 2
3F4510.022
3H4510.0012

50
3P2510.11
3F2510.0054

h1K 1
3F4510.027
3H4510.0019

18
3P2510.10
3F2510.0065

h1(1386)K 0
3F4510.012
3H4510.00032

18
3P2510.13
3F2510.0034

a1K 1
3F4510.012
3H4520.00087

26
3P2520.074
3F2520.011

f 1K 0
3F4510.0093
3H4520.00056

7
3P2520.074
3F2520.0082

f 1
ss̄(1426)K 0

3F4520.0043
3H4510.000011

6
3P2510.087
3F2510.0037

a2K 1
5F4510.015
5H4510.00048

7
5P2520.042
5F2520.0084

f 2K 1
5F4510.020
5H4510.00073

3
5P2520.043
5F2520.011

f 28(1525)K 0
5F4520.00073
5H4522.231026

0
5P2510.027
5F2510.00053

p(1300)K 0 1G4510.0036 0 1D2510.0083
054014-32
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TABLE XXXV. ~Continued.!

K4* (2045) K2* (2050)

Mode G i(MeV) Amps. G i(MeV) Amps.

h(1293)K 0 1G4510.0038 0 1D2510.0083
hs(1415)K 0 1G4520.0015 0 1D2520.0085
r(1465)K 0 3G4510.00046 0 3D2520.0035
v(1419)K 0 3G4510.0011 0 3D2520.0048
pK1(1273) 2 3F4510.017

3H4510.0036

79 3P2510.12
3F2510.017

hK1(1273) 1 3F4510.021
3H4510.00073

22 3P2510.14
3F2510.0041

rK1(1273) 0 3F4522.831026

5F4511.131025

3H4515.631029

5H4516.931029

1 3P2510.023
5P2520.013
3F2510.00011
5F2520.00013

pK1(1402) 2 3F4520.024
3H4[0

0 3P2[0
3F2510.0061

hK1(1402) 0 3F4520.0035
3H4520.000079

7 3P2520.094
3F2520.0017

pK2* (1429) 2 5F4520.024
5H4520.0010

8 5P2510.043
5F2510.013

hK2* (1429) 0 5F4510.00081
5H4517.531026

0 5P2520.0086
5F2520.00049

pK* (1414) 0 3G4520.0069 0 3D2510.0069
hK* (1414) 0 3G4520.00086 0 3D2510.0062
pK(1460) 0 1G4510.0048 0 1D2510.0085
hK(1460) 0 1G4520.000027 0 1D2520.00069
pK* (1717) 0 3G4510.00012 0 3D2510.010
pK2(1773) 0 5D4510.0038

5G4510.00013
5I 4510.000017

61 5S2510.25
5D2510.013
5G2510.000083

pK2(1816) 0 5D4520.0037
5G4520.000020
5I 4512.931028

0 5S2510.018
5D2510.0033
5G2510.000030

pK3* (1776) 0

7D4520.012
7G4520.00017
7I 4529.331027

0

7D2510.0066
7G2510.00012

G thy598 MeV G thy5295 MeV
Gexpt5198630 MeV
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We will assume a mass of 2050 MeV for both 1F K3
states, so we need only quote results for one linear comb
tion, which we take to be

uK3
a~2050!&51cos~u!u1F3&1sin~u!u3F3&. ~16!

The decay amplitudes and partial widths are given in Ta
XXXVI as functions of u. Note that the total width is no
strongly dependent on the mixing angle; we expect th
states to have total widths of ca. 200–250 MeV whatever
value ofu.
05401
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The PsVmodesrK, vK, pK* andfK have significant
partial widths, and it is notable that the sign of th
sin(u)cos(u) cross term is channel-dependent; thus there
especially strongu-dependence in ratios such asBfK /BvK .

The VV modes have the interesting feature that their p
tial widths have no sin(u)cos(u) cross term, because the in
dividual L, S subamplitudes are proportional to either sin(u)
or cos(u). ~This was also noted for mixed 2P state decays.!
Thus measurements of therK* or vK* subamplitudes di-
rectly access sin(u) and cos(u).
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TABLE XXXVI. 1 2S11F3 kaons, general mixing~two states!.

K3
a(2050)5cu1 1F3&1su13F3&

Mode G i(MeV) Amps.

rK 21.3c2120.4sc124.2s2
3D3520.0430c20.0496s
3G3520.0304c10.0263s

vK 6.9c216.9sc17.9s2
3D3520.0429c20.0496s
3G3520.0297c10.0258s

fK 7.5c2212.9sc19.4s2
3D3510.0556c20.0642s
3G3510.0232c10.0201s

pK* 22.9c2217.8sc125.4s2
3D352.0430c1.0497s
3G352.0336c2.0291s

hK* 0.4c213.6sc117.4s2
3D3510.0121c10.0816s
3G3510.00621c20.0313s

h8K* 2.3c210.9sc10.1s2
3D3520.0399c20.00791s
3G3520.00598c10.000889s

rK* 15.8c2111.3s2

3D3520.0500c
5D3520.0408s
3G3520.0156c
5G3520.0174s

vK* 5.0c213.6s2

3D3520.0492c
5D3520.0402s
3G3520.0148c
5G3520.0166s

fK* 1.5c211.0s2

3D3520.0351c
5D3510.0287s
3G3520.00355c
5G3510.00397s

b1K 0.9s2 3F3520.0140s

h1K 0.5s2 3F3520.0178

h1(1386)K 0.1s2 3F3520.00756s

a0(1450)K 0.0 1F3520.00217c10.00260s

a1K 1.3c222.8sc11.5s2 3F3520.0172c10.0180s

f 1K 0.2c220.5sc10.3s2 3F3520.0133c10.0142s

f 1
ss̄(1426)K 0.1sc 3F3520.00616c20.00686s

f 0(1370)K 20.1sc 1F3520.00494c10.00612s

f 0
ss̄(1500)K 0.0 1F3520.00116c20.00137s

a2K 28.2c2163.6sc136.7s2

5P3520.0864c20.0997s
5F3520.0135c10.000215
5H3520.000662c10.000574s

f 2K 11.1c2124.7sc114.3s2

5P3520.0883c20.102s
5F3520.0171c10.000327s
5H3520.00101c10.000873s

f 28(1525)K 1.1c222.5sc11.5s2

5P3520.0550c10.0635s
5F3520.000844c21.5031026s
5H3524.6331026c24.0131026s
054014-34
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TABLE XXXVI. ~Continued.!

K3
a(2050)5cu1 1F3&1su13F3&

Mode G i(MeV) Amps.

r(1465)K 0.1sc
3D3520.00358c20.00414s
3G3520.000520c10.000451s

v(1419)K 0.0 3D3520.00497c20.00573s
3G3520.00120c10.00104s

pK1(1273) 1.3c215.7sc16.1s2 3F3520.0161c20.0346s
hK1(1273) 0.2c210.3sc10.1s2 3F3520.0109c20.0106s

rK1(1273) 0.5c211.2sc10.7s2

5P3520.0269c20.0311s
1F3510.0000525s
3F3510.0000321c20.0000556s
5F3520.000124c20.0000718s
5H3522.0731027c11.8031027s

pK1(1402) 0.9c210.9sc10.2s2 3F3520.0152c20.00706s
hK1(1402) 0.0 3F3520.00460c10.00354s
pK0* (1412) 0.5c211.3sc10.9s2 1F3520.0111c20.0147s
hK0* (1412) 0.0 1F3520.00329c10.000675s

pK2* (1429) 31.8c2269.6sc140.2s2

5P3520.0890c10.103s
5F3520.0207c20.000460s
5H3520.00142c20.00123s

hK2* (1429) 7.0c212.8sc10.3s2

5P3520.103c20.0205s
5F3520.00452c13.8131026s
5H3520.0000686c10.0000102s

pK* (1414) 0.4c220.1sc10.4s2

3D3520.00713c10.00823s
3G3520.00715c20.00619s

hK* (1414) 0.0

3D3510.00110c10.00739s
3G3510.000170c20.000858s

pK* (1717) 0.1sc10.1s2

3D3520.00350c20.00906s
3G3523.2331026c20.000176s

pK2(1773) 0.1sc10.2s2

5D3520.00489c20.0125s
5G3520.0000581c20.000193s

pK2(1816) 0.0

5D3520.00443c10.00195s
5G3520.0000332c20.0000111s

pK3* (1776) 25.8c2259.4sc134.2s2

7S3520.165c10.190s
7D3520.0126c10.00722s
7G3520.000188c20.0000245s
7I 3521.5931026c21.3731026s

G thy5202c2233sc1239s2 MeV
in

th
ed

-
ong

n-
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les.

dy
In the higher-mass final states we find large branch
fractions toa2K, f 2K, pK2* (1429) andpK3* (1776), again
with strongu-dependence. The final statepK3* (1776) is in-
teresting in that it is the only openK3(2050) mode with an
S-wave amplitude.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a detailed survey of
status and strong decays of all strange mesons expect
05401
g

e
in

the quark model up to ca. 2.2 GeV. This includes the 1S, 2S,
3S, 1P, 2P, 1D and 1F multiplets of strangeonia and kao
nia, making a total of 44 states. 42 of these have str
decays~43 since we considerh2 flavor mixing!, and we have
carried out calculations of all the energetically allowed ope
flavor decays of all these states in the3P0 model. All inde-
pendent decay amplitudes and partial and total widths w
evaluated numerically and presented in detailed decay tab
In total we have given numerical results for 525 two-bo
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decay modes and 891 decay amplitudes.
This work is intended as a guide for future experimen

studies of meson spectroscopy, to indicate what modes
amplitudes are expected to be important and are theoretic
interesting, as well as to allow the identification of unusu
states such as glueballs and hybrids through their anoma
decay properties.

We have identified several very interesting issues for
ture experimental studies involving the conventional qu

model states. As one example, in thess̄ sector we predict
two rather narrow states that have not been identified,
1 3D2 f2(1850) withG tot'210 MeV ~with largeKK* and
hf modes! and the 11D2 h2(1850) ~assuming it is puress̄;
see below! with G tot'130 MeV, decaying mainly toKK* .
The h2 states at 1617 and 1842 MeV are also very intere
ing because the higher-mass state is only seen inpa2. We
consider the effect of a largenn̄↔ss̄ mixing angle, and note
that this implies importantKK* modes that are not eviden
in the data; the possibility that the higher-massh2(1842) is a
nonstrange hybrid rather than a quarkonium state certa
merits consideration. Future searches for C5(2) ss̄ states
might exploit thehf andh8f ‘‘ ss̄-signature modes,’’ which
are not directly accessible to lightnn̄ mesons.

There are many interesting issues in the kaon sector.
is the amount of spin singlet-triplet mixing in the series
JP511,22,31, . . . kaons. TheK1(1273)-K1(1402) system
is known to have a large singlet-triplet mixing angle, and
physical origin is not well established. Similar mixing is co
sidered in the 2P, 1D ‘‘ K2’’ and 1F ‘‘ K3’’ systems, and it is
noted that the decay amplitudes and partial widths of th
states are often very sensitive to these mixing angles. Q
titative studies of these strong decay amplitudes and bra
ing fractions will allow the determination of these mixin
angles, and can also provide tests of the accuracy of
3P0 decay model.

Kaons are much better established experimentally thass̄
states; of the 21 theoretical excited kaon levels we consi
just eight do not have plausible associated experimental
didates. The eight unknown kaon states are predicted to h
total widths in the G tot'300–400 MeV range, and th
modesrK, rK* andpK* should be useful for the identifi
cation of most of these states. An interesting exception is
1 3F2 K2* (2050), which is predicted to have large branchi
fractions to the unusual modespK1(1273),pK2(1773) and
b1K.

Kaon decays to modes with anh or h8 are especially
interesting, in that an interference takes place between
unn̄& and uss̄& components of the finalh or h8. This inter-
ference is strongly constructive or destructive depending
the channel and angular quantum numbers, and ther
strong experimental evidence of this effect inK2* (1429) de-
cays. The associated selection rules have also been appl
D andB meson weak decays tohK and related final states
where unusual branching fractions have been observed
derived these selection rules from our strong decay am
tudes in Appendix B.

Finally, this work should be useful in searches for glu
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balls and hybrids, assuming configuration mixing is n
large, as one should eliminate theqq̄ quark model ‘‘back-
ground’’ in any search for new, unconventional meson re
nances. We also note that the spectrum of kaons will app
rather different from the spectrum ofnn̄ or ss̄ states if mix-
ing between quarkonia and hybridsis important, because
kaonia mix with more hybrid basis states due to the abse
of C-parity. This may lead to irregularities in relative lev
positions in thenn̄ and excited kaon spectra, as perhaps
already evident in the low mass of the strangeK* (1414)
relative to thenn̄ stater(1465). Irregularities between th
kaon and I51 nn̄ spectra may thus signal the presence
hybrid basis states.
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APPENDIX A: 3P0 DECAY MODEL CONVENTIONS

In this appendix we discuss some details of t
3P0 decay calculations that are presented in this paper.
diagrammatic, momentum-space formulation of t
3P0 model is described in Ref.@8#, and our results are es
sentially an extension of the decay model calculations
Ref. @23#, which considered onlynn̄ mesons in detail.

The 3P0 model describes open-flavor meson strong
cay as aqq̄ pair-production process, in which the newqq̄

pair separate into finalqq̄ mesonsB and C. The pair is as-
sumed to be produced in a JPC5011 state ~hence
‘‘ 3P0 model’’!, corresponding to vacuum quantum numbe
This choice is supported by experimental amplitude rati
notably theD/S ratios in b1→pv @9# and a1→pr. As
noted in Ref.@8#, the usual3P0 decay amplitude is equiva
lent to the nonrelativistic limit of the interaction Lagrangia
LI5gc̄qcq , with the identificationg5g/2mq . ~The dimen-
sionlessg is the pair-production amplitude, which is taken
be a free parameter in the3P0 model.! In this first detailed
survey of strange meson decays we have chosen to avoi
complications of moderate parameter variations and the
fect of the larger strange quark mass on the meson w
functions, and present results that follow from the previou
assumednn̄ SHO wave functions. Thus the analytical resu
for amplitudes given in Appendix A of Ref.@23# are valid for
this paper as well. We assume the same SHO wave func
width parameter and pair-production amplitude as Ref.@23#,
4-36
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g50.4 ~A1!

b50.4 GeV. ~A2!

Comparison of partial widths to experiment for light deca
of strange states shows that the predictions are indeed a
ful guide with these parameters. One should of course ex
a slight decrease in length scale and hence a slightly largb
in the strange mesons, due to the heavier strange quark

This interaction leads to the two Feynman diagrams
Fig. 1 for the process A→B1C. As shown in Ref.@8#, the
T-matrix element for each diagram in a given decay is
product of separate factors for flavor, spin, and a convolu
integral involving the three mesons’ spatial wave functio
There is an additional overall ‘‘signature’’ phase of (21)
due to quark operator anticommutation. The color degree
freedom, which would lead to a common overall multiplic
tive color factor, is suppressed.

The meson flavor states follow the conventions of R
@23#. The fundamental quark flavor-3 and antiquark flavor-3̄
are q5(1d,1u;1s) and q̄5(1ū,2d̄;2 s̄), so for ex-
ample up2&51udū& and uK2&51usū& but uf&52uss̄&,
ur1&52uud̄&, and uK1&52uus̄&. Unless otherwise state
we take theh andh8 to be maximally mixed flavor states

uh&5
1

A2
~ unn̄&

0
2uss̄&) ~A3!

uh8&5
1

A2
~ unn̄&

0
1uss̄&) ~A4!

where the I50 stateunn̄&
0

is

unn̄&
0
5

1

A2
~ uuū&1udd̄&). ~A5!

For cases in which we consider the dependence on theh-h8

mixing angle we use an expansion inqq̄ flavor states, with a
flavor mixing anglef;

uh&5cos~f!unn̄&
0
2sin~f!uss̄& ~A6!

and

uh8&5sin~f!unn̄&
0
1cos~f!uss̄&. ~A7!

The more common expansion in SU~3! octet and singlet fla-
vor states is

uh&5cos~uP!uh8&2sin~uP!uh1& ~A8!

and

uh8&5sin~uP!uh8&1cos~uP!uh1&. ~A9!

Our conventions for these SU~3! basis states are
05401
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uh8&5A1

6
~ uuū&1udd̄&22uss̄&) ~A10!

and

uh1&5A1

3
~ uuū&1udd̄&1uss̄&). ~A11!

These expansions imply a relation betweenf anduP ,

uP5f2tan21~A2!'f254.7°. ~A12!

Our maximally mixed states, withf545°, correspond to the
familiar valueu'210°.

The strange mesonsK1(1273) andK1(1402) also require
careful phase definitions, since various conventions have
peared in the literature. We define the singlet-triplet mixi
angleu for ns̄ axial kaon states as

uK1~1273!&51cos~u!u1 1P1&1sin~u!u13P1& ~A13!

uK1~1402!&52sin~u!u1 1P1&1cos~u!u13P1&. ~A14!

As we noted in the section onK1 mesons, our mixing angle
u is opposite in sign to that of Blundell and Godfrey@18#

because they apply Eqs.~A13!, ~A14! to sn̄ antikaons,
whereas we apply it tons̄ kaons.

Two physically independent values ofu follow from the
HQET limit ms→`, which are u51tan21(1/A2)'
135.3° andu52tan21(A2)'254.7°. Reference to Fig. 4
shows that the data strongly preferu5tan21(1/A2), which
gives the HQETK1 states

uK1~1273!&51A2/3u1 1P1&1A1/3u13P1& ~A15!

uK1~1402!&52A1/3u1 1P1&1A2/3u13P1&. ~A16!

This choice assigns the lighterK1(1273) state to thej q
53/2 multiplet, which may appear surprising since thej q
53/2 axial is expected to be the higher-mass state in
HQET limit. Of course the HQET limit is difficult to justify
for strange quarks; this limit also anticipates a higher-m
1 3P2 state relative to the 13P0, whereas these are approx
mately degenerate in the experimental excited kaon sp
trum. Our antikaonK1 states are taken to be

uK̄1~1273!&52cos~u!u1 1P1&1sin~u!u13P1& ~A17!

uK̄1~1402!&51sin~u!u1 1P1&1cos~u!u13P1& ~A18!

with the corresponding HQET states

d
1

A

B

C

d
2

A

B

C

FIG. 5. The two meson decay diagrams in the3P0 model.
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TABLE XXXVII. Flavor weight factors for strange meson decays.

Generic decay Example I f lavor(d1) I f lavor(d2) F
(ss̄)→(ns̄)(sn̄) f→K1K2 11 0 2

(ss̄)→(ns̄)(sn̄)8 f(1680)→K1K* 2 11 0 4

(ss̄)→hh f 28(1525)→hh 21/2 21/2 1/2

(ss̄)→hh8 f 28(1525)→hh8 11/2 11/2 1

(ss̄)→h8h8 f 4(2200)→h8h8 21/2 21/2 1/2

(ss̄)→h(ss̄) f(1680)→hf 21/A2 21/A2 1

(ss̄)→h8(ss̄) f(2050)→h8f 11/A2 11/A2 1

(ss̄)→(ss̄)(ss̄) f 4(2200)→ff 21 21 1/2

(ss̄)→(ss̄)(ss̄)8 21 21 1

(ns̄)→(nn̄) I 51(ns̄) K* 1→p°K1 0 11/A2 3

(ns̄)→(nn̄) I 50(ns̄) K3*
1→vK1 0 11/A2 1

(ns̄)→h(ns̄) K3*
1→hK1 21/A2 11/2 1

(ns̄)→h8(ns̄) K3*
1→h8K1 11/A2 11/2 1

(ns̄)→(ss̄)(ns̄) K3*
1→fK1 21 0 1
le
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uK̄1~1273!&52A2/3u1 1P1&1A1/3u13P1& ~A19!

uK̄1~1402!&51A1/3u1 1P1&1A2/3u13P1&. ~A20!

Note the change of the relative sign of the singlet and trip
basis states relative to Eqs.~A15!, ~A16!. We use these
HQET states in calculating decays toK1 final states unless
otherwise specified. For other excited kaon states with
lowed singlet-triplet mixing we treat the mixing angle as
free parameter.

The flavor factors that result from contracting these
plicit flavor states using diagramsd1 and d2 of Fig. 5 are
given in Table XXXVII for the strange decays of intere
here.

The amplitudes quoted in the detailed decay tables
just the$MLS% amplitudes of Ref.@8#, in units of@GeV21/2#.
Amplitude ratios allow sensitive tests of the nature of a re
nance, so it is important to determine these with well-defin
relative phases. To quote specific amplitudes in the de
tables we have specialized to particular charge states, w
are illustrated by the examples in Table XXXVII. Note th
the BC ordering is important; if we exchange mesonsB and
C in Table XXXVII or in the decay tables, we change th
phases of the decay amplitudes. To obtain a unique se
phases we defineV̂ as the recoil direction of mesonB ~with
C along2V̂!, and the amplitudes are taken to be the coe
cients of the T-matrix expansion in orthonormal angular m
mentum eigenfunctions$ f JLS(V̂)%. For spinless final meson
B andC, these amplitudes are the coefficients of a spher
harmonic expansion.

It may be useful to give an explicit example of the det
mination of decay amplitudes. For our example we use
KK* mode of thef 1(1420), which is the first multiampli-
tude decay mode encountered in the decay tables fo
known ~albeit controversial asss̄) state. We assume SHO
wave functions with a universal width parameterb ~see Ap-
pendix A of Ref. @8#!, and for our initial u3P1& state with
JA51 we setJAz51JA ~this is done in all the decays w
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consider!. We then calculate the3P0 decay model Hamil-
tonian matrix element hf i between this initial state
u f 1(1420)& and alluK1K* 2& final states; all matrix element
for all possibleLBz ,SBz ,LCz ,SCz values are evaluated ana
lytically. ~The flavor weight factorI f lavor for each diagram,
from Table XXXVII, is also incorporated at this stage.! For
our examplef 1(1420)→KK* , we haveLB5SB5LC50 and
SC51, so the three matrix elementsSCz521,0,11 are
evaluated. These are then integrated againstYLBCMBC

* (V) for

each allowed pair$LBC ,MBC%, which givesLBC-moments of
the decay amplitudes. These moments are then summed
decay amplitudes of definiteSBC andJBC5JA , as Clebsch-
Gordon series of the individualLBz ,SBz ,LCz ,SCz moments.
TheseA→BC decay amplitudes with definite totalLBC and
SBC are the results quoted in the decay tables. For
f 1(1420)→K1K* 2 example, the allowed final states a
SBC51 andLBC50,2, and the decay amplitudes we find
each case are

A~ 3S1!52
24

35/2S 12
2

9
x2D F g

p1/4b1/2
e2x2/12G ~A21!

A~ 3D1!51
29/2

39/2
x2F g

p1/4b1/2
e2x2/12G ~A22!

wherex[uPW u/b5upW Bu/b5upW Cu/b. Numerical evaluation of
these amplitudes with g50.4, b50.4 GeV, MA
51.420 GeV, MB50.496 GeV andMC50.894 GeV ~so
that uPW u50.1394 GeV andx50.3484) gives

A~ 3S1!520.4697 GeV21/2 ~A23!

A~ 3D1!510.009206 GeV21/2 ~A24!

which are the numbers given~with fewer significant digits!
in Table VII. Examples of an equivalent decomposition~with
different flavor factors, for nonstrange quarks! are given in
Eqs.~7!–~15! of Ref. @8#.
4-38
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The total decay rate is given by the T-matrix amplitu
squared, integrated over final angles, summed over all fi
spin and charge states, and multiplied by the physical, r
tivistic phase space; again this procedure is described in
tail in Ref. @8#. @We note in passing that ther1→p1p°
example in that reference has a typographical error in
~A17!; the factor of M r should beEBEC /MA5M r/4, as
stated in the subsequent text.# Since we neglect mass spli
tings within an isomultiplet, the sum over charge states
simple multiplier of the partial width into the specific charg
channel used as our example; this multiplier is quoted aF
in Table XXXVII. F also incorporates a 1/2 statistical fact
if B andC are identical. The actual light meson masses u
here aremp5138 MeV, mK5496 MeV, mh5547 MeV, mr

5770 MeV, mv5782 MeV, mK* 5894 MeV, mh85958
MeV, mf51019 MeV, mf 2

51275 MeV, mf 1
51282 MeV,

mf 0
51370 MeV, mh1

51170 MeV, ma2
51318 MeV, ma1

51230 MeV, ma0
51450 MeV andmb1

51230 MeV. For
the less familiar higher-mass states we used the reson
label to display the assumed mass. For example,
K* (1414) entries in the decay tables imply that we assum
a K* mass of 1414 MeV in our decay calculations.

Again using the decayf 1(1420)→KK* as a numerical
example, since the differential decay rate is related to
decay amplitude by

dGA→BC

dV
52p

PEBEC

MA
uhf i u2 ~A25!

and we have previously evaluated the individual moment
the final, orthonormalu3S1& and u3D1& states, we may ex
press the total decay rate~summed over charge channels! in
terms of the moments as

G f 1(1420)→KK* 5~F54!•2p
PEKEK*

M f 1

@ uA~ 3S1!u2

1uA~ 3D1!u2#. ~A26!

Using the moments quoted above in Eqs.~A21!, ~A22! this
gives for the total decay rate

G f 1(1420)→KK* 58p
PEKEK*

M f 1

g2

p1/2b
e2x2/6F28

35 S 12
2

9
x2D 2

1
29

39
x4G . ~A27!

On numerically evaluating this rate with our assumed mas
and parameters we findG f 1(1420)→KK* 50.2538 GeV, as
quoted in Table VII with fewer significant digits. We used
similar moment decomposition to evaluate the other to
decay rates given in the detailed decay tables.

TABLE XXXVIII. Generalized h andh8 flavor factors.

Channel I f lavor(d1) I f lavor(d2)

K8* 1→hK1 2sin(f)j 1cos(f)/A2
K8* 2→h8K2 1cos(f)j 1sin(f)/A2
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APPENDIX B: SELECTION RULES FOR DECAYS
TO hK „* … AND h8K „* …

1. Introduction

The relative branching fractions of decays of an exci
kaon to the pairs of modes (hK,h8K) and (hK* ,h8K* ) are
very interesting, in that they involve constructive or destru
tive interference between theunn̄& and uss̄& internal compo-
nents of theh or h8 meson. Lipkin@116,117# has previously
discussed this effect in the context of heavy-quark (D andB)
nonleptonic weak decays. In this appendix we consider
application to excited kaon strong decays, and derive
associated selection rules. The results are counterintuitiv
that the higher-massh8 decay mode is often favored over th
h mode.

2. hK and h8K final states

To illustrate these selection rules, we first consider
decay of a generic excited kaonK8* 1, with flavor state
2uus̄&, to hK1. @The K8* 1 must haveSus̄51 because the
spin matrix elementSA50→(SB ,SC)5(0,0) vanishes in the
3P0 model.# We first attach the flavor state vectors

uA&5uK8* 1&52uus̄& ~B1!

uB&5uh&5cos~f!
1

A2
~ uuū&1udd̄&)2sin~f!uss̄& ~B2!

uC&5uK1&52uus̄& ~B3!

to the two Feynman diagrams in Fig. 5. Evidently diagra
d1 only couples to theuss̄& component of theh, requiresss̄
pair production, and gives a flavor factor~flavor matrix ele-
ment! of 2sin(f). Following Lipkin @116#, we also assume
an ss̄ pair-production suppression factor ofj. Diagramd2

instead requiresuū pair production and only couples to th
uuū& component of theh, giving a flavor factor of
1cos(f)/A2. Combining these factors, and carrying out th
exercise for theh8 as well, we find the generalized flavo
factors given in Table XXXVIII.

Since sin(f)'cos(f) in practice, it is clear from the table
that decays tohK would experience destructive interferen
between diagramsd1 and d2 if the flavor factors were the
only relevant variables. Conversely, decays toh8K experi-
ence constructive flavor interference. If the amplitudes as
ciated with diagramsd1 andd2 were equal, neglecting phas
space differences the branching fraction ratio would be

BhK

Bh8K

5S 12A2j tan~f!

tan~f!1A2j
D 2

. ~B4!

For maximally mixed states@ tan(f)51# without ss̄ pair-
production suppression (j51) this ratio is

BhK

Bh8K

5S 12A2

11A2
D 2

'0.029, ~B5!
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which shows that this interference can have a dramatic
fect.

Of course the amplitudes associated with diagramsd1 and
d2 are not equal in general. They instead have diagra
dependent, coupled spin factors and spatial overlap integ
which in the 3P0 model are CG-weighted sums of terms
the form

I spin1space~d1!5^ss̄usW u0&ud1
•E d3kfA~2kW22BW !

3fB* ~2kW2BW !fC* ~2kW2BW !kW ~B6!

and

I spin1space~d2!5^ss̄usW u0&ud2
•E d3kfA~2kW12BW !

3fB* ~2kW1BW !fC* ~2kW1BW !kW . ~B7!

Here ^ss̄usW u0& is the spin-vector matrix element of theqq̄
pair produced in the spin state implied by each diagram.
can take theK8* 1→hK1 and K8* 1→h8K1 overlaps
I spin1spaceto be single terms~B6! and~B7! for each diagram
without loss of generality because the final mesons facto
f

LLz500
(pW )x

SSz500
, and the initial mesonK8* 1 is the sum of

f
LLz

(pW )x
1Sz

factored components that can be treated in

vidually as the initialK8* 1. EachK8* 1 component gives a
single ^ss̄usW u0&5^x

00
x

00
usW ux

1Sz
& matrix element, which is

the same for both diagrams because the finalhK or h8K spin
stateux

00
x

00
& is symmetrical.

The d1 andd2 spatial overlap integrals evidently satisfy

IWspace
(d1)

~BW !5 IWspace
(d2)

~2BW ! ~B8!

for any set of meson spatial wave functions. Since the
integrals are related by parity, and the final states we
considering have definite parity (21)LBC, we may remove a
common factor and find for theK8* 1→hK1 decay ampli-
tude

AK8* 1→hK1}^ss̄usW u0&• IWspace
(d1)

~BW !

3H 2j sin~f!1~21!LBC
1

A2
cos~f!J ~B9!

and similarly forK8* 1→h8K1

AK8* 1→h8K1}^ss̄usW u0&• IWspace
(d1)

~BW !

3H 1j cos~f!1~21!LBC
1

A2
sin~f!J . ~B10!

Neglecting phase space differences, thehK/h8K branching
fraction ratio is again the amplitude ratio squared,

BhK

Bh8K

5S 12~21!LBCA2j tan~f!

tan~f!1~21!LBCA2j
D 2

, ~B11!
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which generalizes theS-wave result~B4!. This agrees with
Lipkin’s Eq. ~10b! in Ref. @116#, in which the maximally
mixed case tan(f)51 was assumed. Evidently the gener
rule is that odd-L final states favorhK, and even-L favors
h8K.

Observation of the enhancedh8K modes requires the
study of even-J kaonia with masses well aboveMh81MK
51.45 GeV. Only four of the states we have considered
this paper satisfy these requirements, the 23P2 , 2 3P0 , 1 3F4
and 13F2. Of these only the 13F4 has a widely accepted
experimental candidate, theK4* (2045). Unfortunately the
K4* (2045)→h8K branching fraction is predicted to be qui
small, due to theG-wave centrifical barrier. Identification o
these as yet unknown 2P and 13F2 states could prove diffi-
cult because they are all expected to be rather broad,
G tot'300–400 MeV. In part because of these large wid
the theoretical branching fractions of these states to the
hancedh8K modes are unfortunately not especially large;
are 3–5 %.

It will be easier to test the selection rule onhK states
alone, since this mode has a much lower threshold
'1.04 GeV. The branching fraction ratio relative topK,
which provides a convenient reference, is

BhK

BpK
5

1

3
~cos~f!2~21!LBCA2j sin~f!!2, ~B12!

if we again neglect phase space differences. For the m
mally mixed case with noss̄ suppression this becomes

BhK

BpK
5

1

6
~32~21!LBC2A2!, ~B13!

which shows thathK will be comparable topK in strength
in odd-LhK modes~decays of odd-J kaons!, but a factor of
'35 smaller thanpK in decays of even-J kaons. Of cours
this simple estimate should be corrected for phase sp
which usually leads to additional suppression of thehK
mode relative topK.

A very weakhK mode has already been reported in t
decay of the even-JK2* (1429), as expected~Table XXII!.
This suppression ofhK in even-L final states could also b
tested inK4* (2045) decays. In contrast we should see la
hK branching fractions in odd-L final states, arising for e
ample from decays of the odd-J spin-triplet statesK* (1414)
~assuming this actuallyis the 23S1 kaon!, theK3* (1776) and
the K* (1717). TheK3* is especially attractive for this stud
because it is relatively narrow, and there is already evide
from LASS @114# that theK3* →hK mode is enhanced ap
proximately as expected; the PDG width andpK branching
fraction, combined with the LASSBhK /BpK ratio @114#, cor-
respond toGK

3* →hK51566 MeV, consistent with our theo

retical prediction of 19 MeV~see Table XXX!.

3. hK* and h8K* final states

a. Derivation.The selection rules for decays toh andh8
and anSqq̄51 ‘‘ K* ’’ kaon are rather more complicated, a
they depend on theSqq̄ of the initial kaon as well. The dif-
4-40
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ference from the previous case is due to the modified s
matrix elements. The decaysK* →hK andh8K involved the
spin matrix elementŝss̄usW u0&5^x

00
x

00
usW ux

1Sz
&, which were

identical for diagramsd1 andd2,

I spin
(d1) uK* →h(8)K5I spin

(d1) uK* →h(8)K . ~B14!

For a transition of the typeK→h (8)K* we have a spin ma
trix element̂ ss̄usW u0&5^x

00
x

1Sz
usW ux

00
&, which is again iden-

tical for each diagram,

I spin
(d1) uK→h(8)K* 5I spin

(d2) uK→h(8)K* . ~B15!

Since the spatial matrix elements are identical, in this c
we have a result analogous to the previoushK and h8K
result ~again neglecting phase space differences for illus
tion!,

BK→hK*

BK→h8K*
5S 12~21!LBCA2j tan~f!

tan~f!1~21!LBCA2j
D 2

, ~B16!

so that decays of a spin-singlet ‘‘K ’’ favor hK* in odd-LBC
channels andh8K* in even-LBC .

For transitions from spin-triplet ‘‘K* ’’ states tohK* and
h8K* the rule is inverted; in this case the spin matrix e
ments arê ss̄usW u0&5^x

00
x

1Sz8
usW ux

1Ss
&, which are opposite in

sign between diagrams,

I spin
(d1) uK* →h(8)K* 52I spin

(d2) uK* →h(8)K* . ~B17!

This change of relative sign between diagrams general
the reduced branching fraction ratio to

BK* →hK*

BK* →h8K*
5S 11~21!LBCA2j tan~f!

tan~f!2~21!LBCA2j
D 2

, ~B18!

so decays of a spin-triplet ‘‘K* ’’ instead favorhK* in even-
LBC andh8K* in odd-LBC .

TABLE XXXIX. Summary of dominantK (* )→hK (* ),h8K (* )

transitions.

Transition type
A→hC, h8C

even-LBC

dominant
odd-LBC

dominant

K* →K h8K hK
K* →K* hK* h8K*
K→K* h8K* hK*
v.
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Our results for theseh and h8 modes in all cases ar
summarized in Table XXXIX. AgainK andK* refer to any
spin-singlet and spin-triplet state, respectively.

b. Application to strong excited kaon decays.To test these
h(8)K* strong selection rules directly in excited kaon d
cays we would ideally prefer a parent resonance with su
cient mass to populate bothhK* andh8K* . This requires a
mass aboveMh81MK* 51.90 GeV; of the excited kaons w
have considered the 1F states and 33S1 state satisfy this
constraint. Since these 1F states all haveP5(1) they will
populate even-LBC h(8)K* final states. The 13F4 and 13F2
initial states are pure spin-triplet, which from Table XXXIX
decay preferentially tohK* in this even-LBC case. This is
evident at the amplitude level in Table XXXV, withhK*
preferred overh8K* by an order of magnitude in the 13F2
K2* (2050) case. Unfortunately there are important centrifi
barriers, especially in the decays of the 13F4 K4* (2045),
which restrict thehK* branching fractions of these 1F states
to a few percent. A measurement of the ratioBhK* /BpK*
might be feasible for the 13F2 K2* (2050) state, once this
resonance is identified.

Just as we found previously in consideringhK andh8K
decays, it will be easier to study the strength of the low
mass modehK* , since the lower threshold of'1.44 GeV
makes more resonance couplings accessible. The
BhK* /BpK* can provide a normalized measure of t
strength of thehK* mode. Of the states we have considere
the single spin-triplet excited kaon belowh8K* threshold
that is expected to have a largehK* branching fraction is the
as yet unidentified 23P2 K2* (1850); this has a theoretica
branching fraction ofBhK* 57%, and a branching fraction
ratio of BhK* /BpK* 50.55. The remaining interesting ex
cited kaon states belowh8K* threshold are the known 13D3

K3* (1776) and 13D1 K* (1717); these have suppressedhK*
modes since they are odd-LBC , and theirhK* branching
fractions are predicted to be smaller than the correspond
pK* branching fractions by factors of about 160@for
K3* (1776)] and 50@for K* (1717))], respectively.

Decay amplitudes of the mixed singlet-triplet mesons
these modes are quite sensitive to the singlet-triplet mix
angles, and may be useful in determining these parame
more accurately; even in the relatively well-studied 1P case
@K1(1273) andK1(1402)] the mixing angle is not well de
termined by the existing decay measurements~see Fig. 4!.
Since the mixed-spin kaons all have unnatural JP, the lightest
final state of relevance here ishK* , which can be used to
estimate the singlet-triplet mixing for example in the e
pected 21P1-23P1 K1(1800) and 11F3-13F3 K3(2050)
pairs. The spin-triplet component in each of these resonan
strongly favorshK* , as shown in Tables XXIX and XXXVI.
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